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URSD A Y SEPTEMBER 24, 1953
• Uni- silt FREIGHT REVENUE
Le RISING RAPIDLY
Joej New York UP —Air freight
le ap- cargo will be the chief source of
elle it4 flight eeVinue within the 
next 10
Is and years. according to Peed A Miller,
ation's president of 11•5. Airlines, 'a major
crated air freight carrier.
believe the air freight indus-
of ac- try is faillowing the growth pattern
e, al- of railroads," he said. '"They start-
men ,ed . with passenger traffic as the
wonset1 priocipal source of revenee. To-
p-W.0 day. passenger traffic is a men






Air freight now accounts for 20
per Vend of all airline business,
'and that. he said, will double in
five years. The air catgo industry.
which emerged from its neophite
stage during the 1948 Berlin block-










































Selected As Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper for 1947
United Press





and tonight and Saturday.
Low tonight 60 to 65 Little
Kentucky: Mostly cloudy
with a few showers in the
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OVERNOR'S TOUR TO BE  HERE TODAY
Reds Lie When They Deny
Knowledge Of PV',, clark
 e>eeNte,
B3 WILLIAM MILLER nowlee -Ire 4. of the fliers
United Press Staff Correspondent in Corm. • dae74n Manchuria
• PANMUNJOM. Korea Sept. 23 but he cha. -wif r-.° not wet-
ilia- Gen. Mark W Clark told the prisoners ano wi• -gained
ernmuntsts today that they lied for by the U. S.
ar pnalkfte ,denied knowledge of The Red newern, i of
. 3,421 missing Allied the war prisoners h.. n re-
57 including 958 Ame-- turned to the Allies wk. the ex-
sr • ception of the 23 Americans, one
Briton and 335 South Koreans who
Clark dispatched a new note to refused repatriation.
the Reds, demanding in the
straightforward language of a
tough soldier the retuin of the
missing men or a satisfactary ex-
planation of what happened to
them.
The United Nations Far Eastern
commander called the Red "know•
rnthing" reply to hui first demand
as "wholly unacceptable.'
Communist spokesmen had ad-
mitted the Reds were holding
American fliers charged with he-
log shot down over "neutral" Man-
churia, but tried to dismiss the list
of missing men produced by the
UN. as "crudely ,manufactured
propaganda"
Clark's new note em-phasiaed the
list had been documented from
letters written by prisoners. bread-
casts made by the missing men.
names broadcast by the Reds and
eyewitness reports by captives re-
turning to freedom In "Opetation
Big Stwich"
Clark made d clear that the
United Nationa insists upon the te-
turn of the fliers alleged to have




correspondent for the Paris news-
paper. L'Hurnanite. gave Allied
newsmen an unofficial reply to
the new note before the Red com-
mand began studying the None
sages.
The Auetralian-born unofficial
Communist spokesman said there
were no more American prisoners
being held in North Korea.
"There might be some in Man-
churia." he said
Burchett previously had ark-
Cancer Stricken1
Mother Dies
Tulsa. Okla. Sept. 25 4U4al—A
cancer-stricken young mother died
early today, happy in the fulfill-
ment nf her dearest wish—the
birth it her baby.
Death came peacefully at 110
a. m to Mrs Colleen Alford. who
has been suffeting from an incur-
able cancer of the lymph glands
for more than three years. She
died at 'the home of her parents.
Mr. and Mee Denna Bacon, where
he had lived since leaving St
John's Hospital a few weeks ago.
With her was black-haired Cleah
Tonya Alford, not yet two months
old, who was delivered premature-
ly by caesarian section because of
el the mother's „condition.
"She thanked the Lord she was
einjegs.-hen. baby...weber
hours." said Mrs Bacon.
was the thing she had want-
ed mo
Before e birth ••Nif the baby,
Mrs Alford xpresed a wish that
she might hay her baby in time
for her 20th bir • ay. She cele-
brated the birthday 0 days after




The Blood River Baptist Associa-
tion Youth Rally will meet with
the First Baptist Church :n Mur-
ray on Seterdny eyetone at 7:10
p.m.
As Oda was the regular meet-
ing date of the Rally the group
IA meeting with the First Baptist
during their revival Dr W Mar-
shall Craig iif Daheas. Tem:. will
be the espeaker
A cordial invitation atiNtiartencled
to everyone.
The Communist-held prisoners
and some 20 000 anti-Red Chinese
and North Koreans captured by
the Allies now are in the custody
of neutral Indian guards in the
demilitarized zone.
The Americans refusing repatria-
tion said in a long, propaganda-
laden statement Thursday they
would not return to the United
States as long as the government
retains its present system.
American officers, shocked by
the impact of the Americans' state-
ment, refused to take the prison-
ers' answer 'as final.
They said "explainers" would
talk patiently with anyone desir-
itig to voice sentiments with the
hope that the men will change
their minds.
Some of the American officers
had letters from families rf the
men refusing to return home, and
they believed the tenderly written
words. might be the right medicine
te eounteract the affects of long




Captain William Wallace cf the
college RO* unit was the guest
speaker yesterday at the Murray
Rotary Club. Captain Wallace %Ohs
in the European Theatre in World
War 11 and spent three years in
Japan
Most recently he spent one year
In the Korean conflict as an in-
fantry officer
Captain Wallace told of the life
in Europe Japan and Korea, and
gave some comlikrisons nf the way
of life in these areas and in Amer-
ica.
He praised the Turks, Greeks,
and other nationalities for the val-
or in battle, and said that although
he had various nationalities in
his company. he had no trouble
at all because of race or creed.
He said that South Korea, would
In his opinion, remain Primarily
an agriculturzt area. becausee-ef
the necessity if using the land
for food for the inhabitants
W C Nash introduced Captain
Wallace to the Rotarians.
Visitors included Ed Muster/Tian
of Louisville. guest of Henry Hol-
ton, Wayne Williams and Robert
Hendon. guests of Ray Brownfield
f -fifhrsha1l*9'r4410
Hampsher. *guests of Bob Perry.
President D. L. Divelliss presided
Hundreds Killed
In Indonesia
Jakarta. Indonesia, Sept. 25 'UP)
—Reports received here today said
Indonesian troops were fm-red to
mow down hundreds of mt. wo-
en and children of the fanatical
Darn' Islam sect who made a
sep-
arate lem state in north Sum-
frezaettempt to set up a 
atra.
Army. spokesmen said the Mos-
lem rebels, attacked troops with
swords and dagg . screaming
battle cries as they a need.
In addition to hundr killed.
troops were said to have c ured
more than 500 of the fanntienein
breaking thedback of the uprising
Government troops were report-
ed today- to have uneasy control
bf the northern third of ;Sumatra,
GIRANTRD but scattered arts of violence were
WASHINGTON an — Banks S. said to be continuing
Rosa has, filed suit against a cab Abdul Hakim, governor ef 
north-
company for $115,009 damage.) ern Sumatra. said Daud Beureuh.
Ross said that when he woke tip former military governor of At-
from a nap in a taxicab he had jeh who fought the sultans in 1946
hired he - opened the dap- and and the Dutch in 1948. was the
stepped out—into thin air prime mover in the attempt to
The cal) had been hoisted tip on set tip an independent tellgintia





Bub Holt, the Racer sophomore
quarterback from Trenton, Tennes-
see, will be Coach Fred Faurot's
choice to start the Murray State-
Tennessee Tech game at Cooke-
ville Saturday night.
Holt's sparkling performance
against Louisville last week won
him the coveted honor. In addi-
tion to his own playing, his gen-
eralship was outstanding.
Johnny Bohna, fleet-footed sen-
ior from Brownsville, Pensylvania,
will also move into the starting
lineup at left half Saturday night.
His 18-yard average on six 'tiles,
one a 59-yard touchdown sprint,
proved him too valuable a man
to have out of the lineup.
Jack Cain, junior from Browns-
ville, Tennessee, who started at
left half aoinst Louisville, will
be shifted _to eight half against
Tech.
Harold Cannedy, junior from
Greenfield, Illinois. will start - at
fullback •
In the line, from left end to
right end, it will be Ben Sydboten
Rodger Estes. Virgil Hal, Bob
Cloar. Don Harvey, Ben Chamness
and Tommy Milton.
Even though the Racers lost to
Louisville 19-14. they left no doubt
that they will be in the running
in the Ohio Valley Conference.
Faurot has expressed himself as
being more than pleased with the
performance of Hill, Rodger Estes,
ilohna. Holt. Sydboten and
Heathcott in their first go this
year.
Others whose performances wele
satisfactory are Cloar, Harvey,
Cannedy. Billy Evans, Calvin
Walls, Bobby Joe Mason. Ray Laf-
ser and freshmen Don Heine and
Lee Estes. -
Tennesee Tech, OVC champions
last season, will enter Saturday
night's game winner over Floren-
ce (Ala.) State 14-7 in its opener.
Last year Tech beat Murray 14-13.
Since the series started in 1930,
Murray has won II to five for
Tech. One game was a tie, Tech's
win last year was the first for the
Tennesseans since the series was
resumed after World War II.
MIG DESERTER INTERViEWED• -
THE COMMUNIST PILOT who new his MIG-15 to freedom In South
Korea tells a news conference (above) in Seoul that the Reds have
been pouring new-type jet bombers into North Korea since the
armistice was signed in preparation for renewal of the war. He said
he made Ma dramatic escape because he "hates Communism" and
declared he did not know of the ;100,000 reward offered for the
feat until he was told nets. (Int ernat tonal Radiophof o),
Fall Meeting Of
Singing Convention
To Be Held Sunday
The regular fall meeting of the
Calloway County singing conven-
tion will be held Sunday aftes-
noon. September 27 at the Lynn
Grove High School Auditorium.
James Edwards and Joe Pet
James, officers of the eonvention,
are expecting a large crowd and
cordially invite all singers and
listeners to attend and enjoy a full
afternoon of gospel singing.
The program is scheduled to be-
gin at 1 15
A)lans Complete
For Blood Program
Mrs. W. J. Gibson, chairman of
the couritya chapter blood progaam,
met with Dr. Ralph H. Woods ard
Lt Col. W J. Hackett at the cel-
lege Wednesday.
Definite plans were made for the
blood program to be hell at the
Murray State College in the girls
gymnasium of the Carr Health
Building. The date is October 9
frorn 10 am.to 4 p.m.
The local Red Cross chapter
greatly appreciates the whole
hearted cooperation that th, col-





On. Friday evening, September
25, at 6:00 p. m. members of the
Murray Training School Orchestra
and their parents will meet irthe'
city park for a Pot-Luck Supper
and Get-Acquinted Party.
In case of rain, the supper will




Eighty membeis of the Muray
State College marching band were
announced this week following se-
lection by Band Director Richard
Farrell.
Members of the band. listed un-
der their home towns, are:
KENTUCKY:
Murray: Robert Tuley, Nancy
Wear, Roman Borodevyc.
Paducah: Frances Fox. Charles
Manchester, Charles James, Law-
repee Royster, Jackie B_osweJl,
and majorettes, Gloria- Stice Mc-
Lemore. Mary Ann Stice. and
Jackie Lotgren.











NEW YORK Sept ZS
wound up taking a fearful beat-
ing, but challenger Rated LaStan-
za was' winning Thursday night's
bout against Rocky Mercian., at
the end of six rounds, according
to the officials votes
(Complete story on sports page.
Referee Ruby Goldstein had the
fight even at that point. but Judge
Harold Barnes had LaStaria lead-'
ing, five rounds to one, and Judge
Arthur Susskind had Roland a-
head, four rounds to two.
For his crossbred herd of York-
shires and Durocs. H. R. Shupe
of Graves county converted a con
Crete chicken house into a hog
Mrs. Ernest Jones Finds Life In Kabul. Afghanistan
Quite Different From Life In T he United States
By JO BURREEN
What we here in America have
to be thankful for had never so
vividly entered our mind until af-
ter we had a most pleat-an: and
Interesting visit with Mrs Richard
Ernest Jones who lives in Kaput.
Afghanistan, a country bordering
Southern Russia in West Asia. She
has been with her husband there
IT1111,-tast- Noii,M-ber-iff+-4ntstsaint.-
a major in the U.S. Air Force, is
a pent and is the assistant air
attache at the American Embassy
in the Asian ' country. They were
married in Houston. Texas, in July
1952.
Major Jones is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Commodore Jones of
Murray and has been in Kabul
since last August. Mrs. Jones left
for the country later in the year;
but has been .Visiting her relative;
In Houston, Texas, for the pact
three weeks She left Friday for
New York City after a five days
visit with her parents-inlae) here
and will fly from New York to
Karpchi. Pakiatan, where ah-s will
be met by her husband in an air
force plane.
in an interview by this reporter
with Mrs Jones. she said in the
eight months she had been in Ka-
bul she had never seen, a
woman The women are not ell
lowed in nublic and when you go
to an Afghanistan's home. the wife
Is never seen Each man in :the
country is allowed to have four
wives at are time If after a
couple has been married one year,
and the wife has not born a child,
the man may sell his wife Tn the
Moslem relirtion they believe that
the woman does not have Its soul -
only the men.
In sneaking of the children She
said that the girls are not' allowed
to be seen in public after they
reach the age of four years. The
girls are, however now being al-
lowed to attetad schools whereas
before only the boys could attend.
Mrs. Jones says the Aghanistan
people tow, willing and eager to
learn and ‘"that with our heln,
they will continue to progress and
grow as a country which America
will be glad to have as a lastine
frientildirff"4114e'' firittliftr '-
dominatly run by the church, even
thouglc it is - a monarehy, and she
said they would as a country tend
to favor a democracy as it re-
cognises religion.
However the 'Americans there
are not allowed to have church
services and there are no _znission-
aries in the country. The only
religion is Mohammedanism v.lnich
has the predominant power in the
affairs 'of the country.
vie Jones' home, as well as the
test of the homes in that natinttry.
are made of mud with large un-
armed tree trunks ;AS euppart:
The floors and roofs are also mue
and many times the rain will nom
Into the houges There ara ho
screens, only the fences built A-
round the homes. Mrs. Jones said
she awoke one morning to find
two donkeys ita her reception hall
which had' wandered in after
someone had left the front irate
open.
Mrs. Jnytea said their inure was
better' built than many of them.
She told of one counle who, dur-
ing heavy rains, had to sleen
with a tarpaulin and umbrellas
over them In order to keep dry
Their greatest. problem in get-
tine settled in Kabul was in furn-
ishing 'their house. There are no
closets in the houses. On her ar-
rival there rhe secured e nicture
of a chest of drawers which she
asked one of the natives to make
for her homid He made the piece
of furniture:' but when she went
to open the drawers there were
nontennly the knobs as the man
had • seen in the picture. They
heat their homes and cook with
a wood stove that first has an
open oven. The couple had a num-
ber of pieces of furniture snipped
to them from the states which
ri tie iterrestert-
Karachi. and then by truck to
Kabul. To go by truck ter jeep
from this seaport to Kabul, it takes
six days and nights of continuotfs
driving.
The sanitation facilities iof the
country are very had, irrigation
ditches are dug throughout the
town and these arg used for bath-
ing, washing and .cooking. The
Embassy homes have indoor. plum-'
hint/. but before using the waner
it must be boiled for 45 minute!
and then treated. There are some
fresh fruits and ' veeetables, hut
they too have to be snaked in a,
"pedal solution before being tined.
Canned goods are out of the Mies-,
Don .she Fays as the only means
of transporting them is by camel
from the nearest sea towns.
Even though there are .7ows
there, the milk and butter cannot
be used as the cows are infected
with tuberculosis. Mutton is the
main dish, hut their elatieatering
methods are very prior se they
do ine Amotblereidrn their sheep as e
do 
Mrs. Jones eavs she is kept bus.y
by supervising her servants. They
are not used te the modern meth-
ods of keening house She says
that even though she has an elec..
tric washing machine. the native
servants still want to take -the
clothes driven to the river' lied
wash them on the stones in mak-




native tailor used a small hand
machine instead of the electrit
sewing machine belonging to Mrs.
Jones. One of her "biggest let-
downs" she said was 'the morning
she awoke to find that the ser-
vants had scrubbed her silver with
steel wool instead of using the
silver polish The entire service
will now have to be rebuffed; sac
' - - •
The lovely young lady said that
one of her worst worries after her
arrival was the fear of one ,of
'them becoming very ill. Only the
native doctors are there; but Mrs
Jones started a study towari a de-
gree in pharmacy from the Uni-
versity of Texas follow:111 World
War It. and she is' able to keep
some drugs there and give various
shots The nearest medical care
that could he obtained would eae
at Karachi in Pakisan. but she
says the hospitals in Switzerland
and Germany would be the ones
they wined try to make, if a per-
son were violently ill.
Major Jones and his copilot are
the only persons who can fly the
Mane which has to be kept at a
field that ha e only a mud rinway.
During a rainy season or a ann'w.
it is impossible for the plane' to
take off In the field,
The only paving in the entire
country is 3041 feet in front of the
King's palece Only cars wen the
letters. CD on them, which are
very few. are allowed to drive nn
thid naving
Afghanistan is a very vital coun-
try :in that the three passes in this
country are the only outlets that
Russia has by land in reaching
Pakistan, Iran. India and through
to the era coast The town of Ke-
btil it only 20 minutes (Vin.t time
from RUM ac and 36 hours flying
Centlkived on page 3
Dr. W. G. Nash Is Master ,
Of Ceremonies At Visit Here
Governor Lawrence Wetherby
and a group of 96 state officials,
press and radio representatives
will be in Murray this evening at
5:15. The large party is on the
Twelfth Governor's Tour of the
state. et
Dean W. G. Na4 of Murray
State College will preside at the
thirty minute ceremony that will
be held on the court square. The
Murray State College band AN ill




Louisville, Sept. 25 illP)—The
president of the American Farm
Bureau Federation told some 1,-
400 doctors last night that they
could not dismiss high costs of
medical care with the excuse,
"There's insurance.''
Allan B. Kline, who also heads
the International Federation of
Agriculture Producers, told stale
physicians if they dismiss high
costs of medical care with the ex-
cuse of insurance, "that will get
the insurance so high no one will
be able to buy it."
Kline spoke to members of the
Kentucky State Medical Asociation
He said, -*There's a rumor around"
that doctors want to keep the
supply of physicians short and
said there was a definite shortage
of them in rural areas.
Me added that modern medical
facilities -don't do any good if you
can't get to thenea
Dr. J. Duty' Hancock. Louisville
surgeon. lias installed as KSMA
president' , be retiring preside/it
Guthrie Y. Graves. Bowling Green
at last 'night's closing session;
The widow of the late Dr. R.
Haynes Barr, Owensboro, received
the KSMA's distinguished service
medical which was posthumously
awarded her husband.
Dr. Bruce Underwood, state
health commissioner, conferred the
group's annual award for outstand-
ing general practitioner of the
year on Dr J. E. Greenwell, New
Haven.
Greenwell. 79, is mayor of New
Haven. has 12 children, and has
delivered 4,200 babies during hfs
53 years of ptactice.
New Yorkers • Drill
For Atomic Attack
New York, Sep. 25 UP)—New
Yorkers took cover today in a test
of how civil defense would try t rk-
combat the grisly horror of "H-
day.-
The city stood still for 15 min-
sites, Traffic froze Millions took
shelter as the 604 sirens aounded
the grim warble signaling the red
alert. It was a practice drill by
8.500.000 residents and visitors for
'de; day orherirsineiV .eninny air
attack might hit them.
New York's third ib'publ!c, par-
ticipation- air raid test iii three
years came just 24 hours after
President Eisenhower had called
his top defense advisors into the
White HOUSe to discuss how the
nation might build up a defense
against the possibility of a Soviet
H-bomb attack.
The drill was the climax f the
country's biggest civil defe e ex-
t
ercise—a three-day affair in ̀ which
civil defense and other ernergencas
units presented paper "solutions"
to the theoretical falling of New
York of two atom bombe. • Parti-
cipating were defense units of
nine counties outside the city—the
"support area': which would sup-
ply food and medical and other
help.
The two atom bombaf-one hit-.
ting in congested lower Manhattan,
the other at the Queens City line-
theoretically would tumble sky-
scrapers, demolish tenement ndis-
tricta, shatter hi idges, start fire-
storms that would rage out' of con-
trol for 'hours and cause the fol-
lowing casualties.
Dead, 1.104,814: injured, 388,393;
homeless, 1.690.700.
But that devastation was only
figured for the atom •tomb. It
avould he magnified in a hellish
fashion by the enormous power of
the hydrogen bomb.
Several local people will be
presented to the Governor and his
The party will journey to
field following the ceremony here,
then go to the Kenlake Hotel for
the night.
The tour has carried the large
party through several West Ken-
tucky cities during the past fqw
days, and is designed to acquaint
party with the welcoming address
by Dr. Nash, Jack Frost, executive
secretary of the Murray Chamber
of Commerce will extend a wel-





Included in the party are gewey
Daniels of Hazard, presidnt of
the Kentucky Chamber-- of Coat-
merce; Mrs. Pearl Runyon, state
treasurer; Mrs Lucy Smith, direc-
tor of state parks; Henry Ward.
Conservation Commissioner; and
Mack Sisk. state publicity direc-
tor.
The party will tour the atomic
plant at Paducah today, then go to
Wickliffe, Bardwell. Columbus-Bel-
mont State Park, Clinton, Hick-
man. Fulton. then Murray:
Following the Murray visit ttyr
party will continue to Mayfield
and Kentucky Lake State Park.
Local citizens are in aed to be
present at the ceremony to be




The teazel Baptist Church will
observe their annual homecormag
-on Sunday September 27, it was
announced today by M. M. Hamp-
ton, pastor of the church. -
An excellent program ha.: been
arranged, he seid, and the public
is invited to attend.
At the morning service at 1055
a tn. Bro.‘A. M. Hawley will speak.
At 11:25 a.m. Dr. W. C. Taylor_
wilrIntslieter
Dinner on the
held for all present at 12:00 o'clock
around will he
Dr 0. W. Taylor o Nashville will
speak at 2;00 p.m. followed by Dr.
L. V. Henson of Benton at 240.
Dr. H. F. Paschall whp has just
returned from a visit to :he Hole
Land will give a massage 4tt 3:90
o'clock,
T44 -11112/11- stervice will 'oegin
at 7:30 and Dr W. C. Taylor of
Louisville will bring the message.
e 1114am
All farmer members of the
Hazel Baptist Church ar 
 t
to attend this speciel service Suit-
day . A program of singing has




A Lions Club tall meatine has
been set for 200 pm Suncley at
the Murrey High School. All mem-
bers of the Lions Oub see urged
to be present • for this meeting A
full cast rehearsal. band -chorus
and speciality numbers ar± plan-
ned at the meeting Sunday.
The Parent-Teacher Association
of the high school plane a chill
supper which will begin at 8:00
p.m in the lunch room. The sup-
per will he held before 'he mins-
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What Farmers Need
It is becoming more and more apparent that federal
aid to 'farmers who have lost their crops .because of the
drouth will not go far enough; Also that an immediate
solution of a-finance crisis is needed immediately.
'Ms is the second year of drouth for West Tennessee
aild West Kentucky. Therefore aid te farmers must be
irifferent from the plan tor first year drouth sufferers. .
a Thousands of farmers throdghout West Tennessee and
t'est Kentucky have equipment -notes that are always aar past due. Last fall arrangements were made to ex-
rid the notes until this fall because of the damage to
T-ops last year.
1 It is not as simple this fall to get extensions as it was
st year. Finance companies. and even local banks.
ust collect to protect themselves against the normal
ear and tear on farm equiptnent Allier two yeara •de
reciation has taken a heavy toll which could easily' be
fset if crops had been normal.
It won't 'solve the tarmer's problem to get a govern-
en loan to buy feed for his livestock if the equipment
By JACK Ct'DDI
tatted Press Sports Writer
New York. UP, Reek) Marcia-
no, the awkward but aweson.e
heavyweight ebatepion whose ex-
elosive fists pulverized Roland La-
Starza Thursday night. began look-
env  .14w- another-akalleagor -today.-
"
/rem Bo-elites,. Mass. battered cx-
collegian LaStarza into - such
bloody helpfulness before, 44.MC at
the Polo Grounds that Referee
, Huhu Goldstein stopped the bout
at 1:31 of the 11th round.
That technicaleknockout victory
was the bull-shouldeied champion's
445th consecutive professienal to-
uniph. and his qaest for another
-tictirn'• appeared restreted to
Vur posseltele opponents.
According to Manager Al Weill.
Rocky's third defense of the crown
to be made probably next. Febru-
ary-will be Against ex-cbampion
Eazord Charles. Nino Valdes of
Cuba. Don Bucceroni of Philadel-
phia of Don Ceckell of Eneland.
But the preferred Charles must
Brit win a refurn betil over Har-
old Jobhson of Philadelphia.
The outlook for' none of the
mentioned quartet was, bright in
view of the murderous beating
nance company steps in and repossesses his tractor. As
matter of fact he will have to secure a "no disturbance
reement" from the finance company before he can- get
siLloan for feed..
rirdoubtedly most of the farmers Who own equipment
notes .are so'und financial risks, else they cOuldn't kave
The unbeaten block 'boater
...Minn.\ • ...••••
Switch Of St. Louis Browns To
Another City Expected Very Soon
By ('ARI. LUNDQUIST
United Press Sparta Writer
New York. Sept 25 UPk-Base-
ball Commissioner Ford Frick said
today he expected the American
League to make a definite announ-
cement next Sunday about whet*
they intend to switch the St. Louis
Browns trancluse next year.
"Of course, it is strictly ah Am-
erican League proposition and I
won't even attend the meeting,"
Flick said. "Bat I understand they
will have announceable decision
at the coriclusion of the meeting.
Just what it will be I c ouldn't
have any way of kneeing. But I
thank were in for some interest-
me news."
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1953"
can be put into shape to. house
a big league ball club, the plant
there may get the big plum. Clark
Griffiths of Washington who or-
iginally protested against Balti-
more, said tea week he would riot
vote against it.
Arthur Ehlers, general manager
of the Athletics, said persoeally he
thought Toronto would be a more
logical site. If Baltimore wire
chosen there would be an overlap
of radio and television broadcast-
ing and both the Athletics and
Senators officials in the past have
said they thought such a concen-
tration of franchises in O limited
area would hurt attendance.
Developments on the Pacific
Coast this week, which revealed
that the Pacific Coast League was
near bankruptcy, again put Los
Angeles and San Francisco into
the forefront as big league sites-
haps even by next season
There still remained a strong p(;s-
sibility that the National League,
which amended its coustilithlon to
permit a 10 team circuit,. would
-attempt another soup like the fine
it out over last spring in grab-
bing the fabuloto Milwaukee
franchise.
cPrincipal objection to the coast
has been the heavy transportation
cost. However, if two teams were
out there this would be ̀ minima-
ed since each visiting team would
remain a week on each trip to
play both teams.
There even was a last ditcn move
by St. Louis business men to keep
the Browns there, 'although it ap-
peared to be doomed to failure.
MITwatikee Gets Ancient
Greek Urn
MILWAUKEE, Wis. (UP') - le
urn that lay in .the wreckage of a
Greek cargo vessel for 2.100 years
was given to the Milwaukee Muse-
um recently. ---,-
The urn was one of 0.ke enure
, +Leech geuliet. "But I just couldn't 
than 1.000 biought up from the11:30 , Embers of Faith
12:30 Guide Hight 
floor of, the Mediterranean Bea byI get going.- said the modest champ. WOO To. Be Announced




a French archeologi. al txpdition
ptirchased machinery in the first place.
had no. romplionsmts for the 135- 1 30 Fashiun Parade .,---.-- 
financed by the Nationai -Geo-
NATIONAL LEWAGULE , r4 poise
Champ. He charged tha 
- . graphic society. It ia the rimy
The drouth has been so serious that thousands of fartn7 Teen
Coon Dog Trials
-30 G E Theatre 
brought to the United•States. '103 sa €82 Marcianu had used foul tactics e.2rs are giving up without waiting to make satisfactory Brooklyn .
Milwaukee . 91 01 599 throughout the fight ea ..nst La. i .3 no Recital Ran 
The urt. has two curved hen.
financial arrangemiat_s. Big wages are waiting for thetn dles attached ?et a. long, slender
a.. 26969 445 3 Starza.
' I 3 30 Superman
1 4.00 Meet the Press
neck and an oval or egg- shaped
,sPaarctiatioinslY 4530:00 AssignmentThe  World   TomorrowThis     Week 
body.
The correct name for it is ash-
.
-4:1 b°Ilinip...se'nc'uaartlIztublidiy:111bRe ocrvk'Afierreee the sixth 5.30 ee i. peep,,,, .ST BE 411 in 
phone It stands about four indite'
W'hen there is such a big demand for their labor at chie.si, high and is. 12 inches in diameter
,high wages the propopition of 'keeping them on farms in i •
Pittsburgh _ __A-. _•_._ el lee 323 round on a foul for low blows, 6:00 in,:be rpaacye„ff.
7:00 TV Theatre 
at its it ideal .point. „The_ emphota,
has a flared lip that tops an 18-
Musk City, USA. inch neck The body tapers ti a
Movietime sheep pima which the ancient
Nothing But the Best Greeks pushed into the erotind to
piece the vase in a standing peal-
in Detroit, Chicago, and other industrial centers, and
they are parking their tractors under sheds back on the




and in weinitig hini for butting
West Tenriessee and West Kentucky become- a commu-1 assassem. taAuto the second ruund, hitting i 8 00
nity problem. And it is a C1-11:,. that we had better handle • Tame W L
mighty quickly. 'Nevi York
It has taken us many years to recover from the farm
depression of the late 1920's and early 1930's. Shall we
see those gains wiped out because we expect the farmer
t6 shift for himself under impossible conditions?
The government has done a•great deal for agriculture
.in the last twenty years and it has paid handsome divi-
dends. When *the, farmer prospers we all prosper and









the breaR and hitting after t ' 8 30
bell in the third. end striking low 9.00
10.30in the seventh
Rucky stunned the brown-haired
bruad-shoddered challenger with a
lett hook to the jaw in the sev-
enth. and loitered him from rope
to rope and from corner to ccen-
ith, a hooking attack to (gods
and head FrOrn then on, it was
met a questiun of how Icing La-Yesterdays Results Starze could last.
NATItiN ALA LEA r•
LaSta.-za sufereo a ter. ific b'it-A Isci local banks have i•ii-operated wonderfully in re- N" "'''' -(t.'"4"1"(1
' tering in the eighth. tenth and
10th sessions and he was knoeked
• hall through the ropes and to the-
- canvas in the leth by a right-
left-right, combat:alien to the jawIn case of a drouth banks may be able to carrt farm,7-- 
Todays Games . Roland lurched to his feet at the. • through on their on n wiper but there is a limit to Whal
NATIONAL LF4f.l'It. 1 count ed thtee but the refeiee. con-they can do towards re-financing paper now held by out- 5, - :. 111-8 tinued the count to •oight--- de-!aide finance corporation-..irisurance companies, and the . vs a,-r, e.1.1 epee the. fact that mend:eery eightlike. NeW. York at Pittsburgh. Wreth- (Mini had been eliminated from
Whatever is ;lone mu.rtio done quickly because thous...! inguin 3-8 vs. Face 6-8. night \ 1 aea tete fight. ,
ands of farmers can't even get through the -e4nning win, 
Broeklyr at Ppladelphia. Era- 1 Ro.Itytore alter his nearly help-
ter on the farm WithoOt financial asiance.. Roth Ten- 
koin ie 20-6 vs` Meier 8-8. night. les 1:nalletrier and bombarded him
Only games scheduled lelloirdlt the ropes. -An explosivenessee and Kentucky are losing population and the big-' i fled. uppercut frilaShed into Ro-
gest reason is that farmers are moving to industrial ten- I •. AMERICA-A UCA- GUS
ters in order to make a living. , Bost,n at IV I. Si' York. Henry 4-5
• The situation is so acute that those comthunities and 'is' Ku-lay' ". 
night
•
counties that move the fastest in solving the farmer's' 
Cavriiit at Cleveland. c.romek
7-8 %,.. Tumasiek 0-0. night
financial problem will come out best in the year, to Clikago at St Lotus, Kerg.frl E-5
come. Let's do what we can. I ts Turk-y 2-5 eight
. ' .
IKE SAYS NO SACRIFICE TOO BIG , mi.. 9-ii vs: •Porterfiell 21-10.. r T. .
tr9 49 69V







Rocky -gave Thursday law the
New Yorker who had given the)
champion the closest fight of his
eereer back on March 24, 1950. By
the scanty margin of three points.
Rocky won a disputed split 16-
reund decision over Roland that
-He improved 5.000 per cent
since then," declared Roland, af-
ter the' besting which opsned cuts
on his right eye ltd, the bridge of
his nose, beneath his left eye, his
right 'ear, and floored him for a
American Leaxue club owners
officially beer kept mum on where
they Bleak the distressed, last-
place Browns will go but informal-
and cons od Biltimore. Tear.0fieo
Montreal, Kansas pity. San Fran-
ciFro and Lou Angeles as sites.
The Athletics and Senators pre-
fer Toronto as a site and. if it
count of eight in the 11th round.
' •
repeated the former student at 
W8M-TV Program"Yes he's 5.000 per cent better."
suffered the first knockout in his 
ScheduleCity College of New York. who
career of 51 professional bouts, 
Nashville, Tenn., Channel 4
and his fourth defeat. (Subject to change)
"He hits harder," explained 26- 
TIME raoGaAin
year-old Roland. 'He hits more Saturday. September I* 1953
often. He has faster combknations.
And he's hardest to hit himself."
Despite his improvement, how-
ever, Ricky missed Many punches.
He floundered at times. And in
the 10th iound, he fell to the can-
vas in a corner when hit right
swing merely grazed LeStarza's
body.
Despite his awkwardness, how-
ever,. Rocky suffered only a slight
cut on his tower lip in the first
round_
Rocky,. 29. was dissatisfied with
is own awkward but attesome
performance. He figured he
•ould have knocked Roland out 11 .00 To Be Anneenced
• ei
C
building agriculture in %Vest Tennessee and West Ken-
AMERICAN LEAGUE
tucky. The banking laws, govern their loan practices,!_Nu ,,,t- ,-s scheduled
however, and their notes must he kept on a current basis..
PRESIDENT EISENHOWER AIIIV•11 to the more ft, - risboo persincor who
attended a $100.a-piate. fund-raising dinner of New F.ngland Repub- steam. Priillees 2114. Vernen SenseliC11/17 et time Boston, Max,. 'Garden before declaring no Nationallois 200; Snider-. Dodoes. 145cief•-nse sarrifIce-includir.g any tax-Is tun great ,for Americans Pitching: iiipat. TS/Ike.. 10-4tr the struggle isgelnt -enernos of freedom . *" At flee's left,- , ft, .3 v...
are House Speaker Joseph W. Martin, Jr. a• ! A OS 118114414int ;
•
i Philadelphia at Washington. Fri-
jular
land's chin, and Goldstein stepped
Marcianu. favored at 4-1, will be
well- paid fof hls atcohd title de-
fense. Be win receive 421-2 per
cent from the net proceeds of the
11435.1117 giosa gate and the 8100,000
guarimtim, for theatre televislOn,
also frosn•mOvies (if the fight. The




NATIONAI. LEAGCE -relit, should receive et least $65.000
iyer and ( lab G As H pet Thutidey Slights victory wit. the
P-4 ::12 479 87 165 344 30th knockout sad the 10th ceri-
' AO. St I. 14: 549 103 186 339 steutive kayo for the champion
7 bei• 150 ti79 131 195 337 Whq's next'
Musiel. St I. 154 580 in lel 334
Rebnar... lake. 1.15 47e 106 159 352-
N Y. .113 467 '15 ITS5 232
AMERICAN LEAGUE
PI a •.6 er and Clido G AU B Pu
•
-' I. 1415 596 106 200 3M
. -..r. ..• e 152 5/34 103 1112 329
rleeirree BV1.• 125 5e7 73 158 317
eesby. %Wash. 147 '574 17 173 3j5
ui;Trsc,„ Chi lit M2 ItY2 168 310
__ .
Runk- Mathews, B•aves 47.
Zertual, Athlitet 42. Rowe.. In-
(earls 41. Carew. olio boolgers 41:
Snide r. Dodgurs 41.
fletted lb • Ca-epierrelefiv
142; Ro-er. Indians IR(
M..thews. Bras-re
'1 -Reiss Sredcr. Deeger, 111. Gil-
, ton,. Dodgers 124 Mu,ial, Cards
4124.- • -
Kuenn. Tio r - 2e4 Ash-








NO LAW SAYS EIRE
LNGINE MI ST RE RED
New lIork 11.1P0- To the mi-
ler-ay peisons who Have had ra
experience with' anything but red -
vented fire engines it ate come
es, a surprise- that there are other
kinds.
Of course. red trucks dumitote
the field, nine out of 10, but white.
green. gold, blue and black ve.
hides are to be found in venom
departneelle around the country
Steel v. a y A, official magazine of
the Artie-titan Iron and Steel In-
atitutp. reports that the Arneruon
lorrarice Futuna(' Co. of Elmire.
N. Y. recently 'delivered s fire en-
:eerie- eine was painged laace.and
that while the work SVEIF in pose-
el SS most Of the 1.500 employes ete
tkie plant sneaked into the pont
Shop JilAt lo verify the overt.
- The firo mOtereirivert fire frock
Lit' -the way. put out by Lerara
in 14.10 fek eee ee l
4
10.06 Big Top
11 00 Cowboy G-Men
11.15 Chicago at Philadelpnia
2 :30 To Be Anounced
430 Life Begins at 80
5 00 Date With Poly
5 30 Arthur Godfrey
600 I Bonino
6:30 Origina: Amateur Hour
7 00 Show of Shows
900 Life Begins At 80
You Asked For It
9:30 Your Hit Parade
10-00 Wzestling
11:15 I've Get A Secret
Sunday September 27, 1953




































































The Milwaukee urn is made of
red clay; but during in, many
years under water it became cov-
soled with various depesits of sea
animate. Now it has the appear-
:Mee of old mlirble.
Read ow' ("sunset:le for
your "Wants and Needs
This Weekend Is Important
In High School Football
By RICHARD COLEMAN
United Prefa, sports Writer
Louisville, lUri ....Two 1 a East-
emit Kentucky's finest hie-ji school
teams collide in an out-ef-confer-
ence duel. and four teams fight
for leadership of the Nprthere and
Central K.ernucky Conferences this
football weekeed.
It's the fine really important
weekend of the young prep ses-
son with big games in every sec-
tion.
Action starts off with a bang, to-
night. Only two eames ere book-
ed but both are important.
The Whitesbure Yellew Jaskele
and the amazing Cuinbeiland Red-
skins play on the Benham High
heldoin a ton betvilein the Eastern
Kentucky lelsein • e coefeaeuce
leader and the runaway leaRei . of
the -CuTribe-Tar nif
respectively.
The game was moved to Benham
and moved up a day, because Cum-
berland's new etadium stiU is not
ready.
The other conteet tonight is the
only important one in tho South-
eastern Corpereace„. pineville. a
39-6 victor over Corbin last week.
Plays hest to a Knox Central team
that suipriseel Brarbourville. 19-12
last time out.
The two big conference games
ome off tomorrow night. 'Die'
game that Dedbabiy will decide the
Central Kentucky cham.rionship
Versailles at Georgetown, matches
smooth clubs and puts high scor-
ing Billy Watson of Georgetown,
end Versailles' Zane Jemieens. oft
the same field.. Both. teams have
three atraight easy wins. This
game decided the title last fall as
eleorgetown won. 18-13.
The two standouts of the North-
ern Cenfereece. Covinge n Holmes
and Dixie Heights. square off in
-.0
tam n games. Belfry sat Wayland.:
Jeokins at Fleming and Elkhorn.
City at' Prestonsburg.
In the big Western Conference,
Owensboio Senior tries to atop
powerful Madisonville, at Owens-
bone Murray travels t• Mayfield;
and Owensboro Catholic visits
Bowling Green.
Three Souln Central Cenfereitee
e haft Tort Knox Bards-
t"wri. Springfield at Elizabethtown
and, St. Joseph's at St. Charles.
Elsewhere Dimon-ow, William-
son. W. Va., is at Pikeville. blew
Albany. Ind., visits St. Xavier at
Louisville, Male meets Louisville
Atheituo; and good Frankfort
team piens Irvine.. at Irvine.
Intersectional highlights are La.'
fayette at Highlands; Memphis
Tech at Tilghman. Saturday; and
Son•.erset at Newport. Defending
champion. Lynch. still unbeaten
but overshadowed by Cumberland
in the Cumberland Valley loop,




"turkey capitol of th
is "Turkey Day" ,it
However, the
celebration's dinner menu a. a' tab
pancakes, officials announced.
///
there. Holies, have .ha_ over ,
wt could be the deciding ... every month
1.1uyd and Ludlow Dixie has , • s.
smashed Bellevue and Beechwood. / f
Other confereme battles of Ell or life! ..
portance include) Morean Ceente s ,ai
i i MOat Raceland ton'errow. in the ,- . //11111; tith
Itisatisssitsa.lky Cc:derange .- -- -






0,,.., anise •••••   USW...WA
Welke a clock he the moil leery
avocet fcr lite, she, ye.' retire?
My starting no* the cost of old
toe security is for lose than you'd
expect. Get full details otroirt the
Stott lam Sai,n3s










Set a NOT demonstration at your Siegler dealer. NOW!
As different from primly heaters





4 TIMES HOTTER over your floors!
S • • ) memeed inner heatar,built risht In the 'Wert •
01 0.• .rat are capture. tee Cs
Tirran Rutter than Sulu& the flame hear Sleek? pours
the bonus beat over your Moore throughout your lee,o,




waits 4 times hotter
boat up tho chimney!
there's niehing to siege: mete»
it wee far your eolistrixt Chim-
neys 5n4 et brit, ',au,
sfayool, &volt stay acrid. wartime
your feel dollars!










Prov• it ebOrstsif of your Siegfitr Owlets With -the MATCH:JEST?
Urban G. Starks & Son
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Jeirkins at Fleming and Elkhorn_
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ght powerful Madisonville, at Owens-
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his and Owensboro Catholic visits
Dowling Green.
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(.4 g\ SUNDAY 
SCHOOL'„,,.
A SLAVE BECOMES A
BROTHER
• Philemon 18-21 tr •
his brief and beautiful letter
!Mitten by Paul to his very
Mind, whose name it bears,
e the Apostle was in a Roman
Ilfkul's confidence in Phile-
WWI glitie of the most beautiful
eteristics of this letter.
e Recommendation.
.rs opening statements indi-
his deep appreciation of
nett's hospitality, love. fel-
la and faith. All that we
about him is what Paul re-
in this letter. It is reason-
assume that he was a na-
d an *habitant of Colosse
-ygia. oridentty he became
-Dan under the ministry of
The ties of love which
them together ever after
constant source of joy arid
to the Apostle lie wee in
rsces at least. and perhaps
1 wealth, because hip
s large enough to provide
,rn for the holding of the
Tykes. True Christians
joy to open their homes
roclamation of the gos-
sist. It is possible that
st set-vies which Phile-
Ted to the cause of
e through the• proper
material blessings. It
that Apphia -was the
lemon, and that Arch-
their— son.
'ea well-to-do an owned one
IL,,tts1:.--st. Woe name of the




itertemded maw of his mas-
lel ' -• and then ran away.
Fe. ement for having
ttoh ag from his master,
Onc- to the great city of
Ru.rn'. the confines- of
which la i that he would be
her.” eh of anyone who
knee to Divine Provid-
ence' ae slave, who was
haunted constant fear and
dread r' ion and arrest.
came 3t Into the presence
r't Paul. • him Into a sav-
ing Imre, ' Christ Mad then
sent torn his Christian
4
niaster, Philemon, to confess his
sin and to be not merely a slave,
but "a brother beloved." One is
persuaded to believe that Onesi-
mus would not have done what
he did had Philemon given him
the gospel of Christ like Paul did.
Onesimus' gratitude to Paul and
his loving service for him caused
him to be very dein to the Apostle
Paul, remembering full v.-ell that
the slave's master could legally in-
flict on him the most extreme
punishment, that of deatg by cru-
cifixion. should he be so inclined,
wrote this letter to Philemon and
sent it to him by the hand of One-
simus,
II. The Request.
Paul approached the matter which
occasioned this letter very tact-
fully. He inciicated that he was
about to make a request, but did
not say bluntly, at first, what it
was. He asserted his right to en—
join or to command, but declined
to exercise that prerogative. In-
stead, he preferred to follow the
Christian principle of beseeching
on the ground of grace. Love al-
ways shrinks from commanding.
Being a Christian gentleman,
Onesimus, whose ministrations to
Paul absolutely refused to keep
him were exceedingly valuable,
without the knowledge and con-
sent of Philemon. With Qleasure
he would have retained him as a
personal attendant, but under no
circumstances Would he do so with-
out first obtaining the permissioa
of Philemon. Thoroughly convin-
ced of the salvation, sincerity, in-
tegrity and dependability of Ones-
imus, Paul persuaded him to go
back to Philemon and to the lot
from which he had fled.
These verses contain the earn-
est request of Paul that Onesimus
be received back into full standing
in Phil-erases:* household, arid, also,
as a brother in Christ. His plea
was tender and heroic, as well as
majestic and appealing. His re-
quest indicated the fact that it was
not only eminently desirable that
Philemon should receive back On-
esimus, but. as a Christian, he was
under obligation to do so. Had
he declined to do so, he would
have been chargeable with a flag-
_
INISH U.N. AIDE FLEES REDS
DR. MAIER S. KOROW( Oa), first alternate to the Pollsb United
Nations delegation, te..se thematic story of bow he eluded armed
guards and slipped frotts Sew York hotel room ID the early morn-
ing hours. The formai:queer et Krakow University la seeking
political asylum In the zted ilt•tee He said that for years be has
waited for a chance to wipe Soviet enslavement fShowo with hire
are Joseph C Grim (Eant .rman of the National Committee for
Stadia Tree Europe, an Korbonald. a Polish underground
loader. His story was brosmd le PoLuid. (International)
111. The Reimbursement.
Paul's letter reveals a tenderness
toward the offender and at the
same time a full consciousness of
his guilt and the real need of res-
titution. Through the transform-
ing power of Christ, Onesimus had
been changed from an unprofitable
slave into a most profitable ser-
vant. Even though he had been
very unprofitable to Philemon, he
had been genuinely saved and,
therefore, was able to prove him-
self profitable to his master as a
Christian servant and a brother in
Christ. As far as possible he was
willing to make restitution. He is
a splendid illustration of the fact
that wherie people laecome genuine
Christians they are trustworthy and
useful.
Filled with and controlled by
the Holy Spirit, Paul expressed his
willingness to assume all respon-
sibility for any indebtedness which
Onesimus may have incurred. He
cheerfully took upon himself the
task of reimbursing Philemon for
any loss which he had suffered
on account of the fraud which had
been perpetrated by his slave. He
pronaised to reimburse Philemon
in full for whatever indebtedness
Onesimus could not repay. "If he
hath wronged thee, or oweth thee
ought, put that on mine account."
When Paul promised to dis-
charge all of the indebtedness of
Onesimus, he said, in substance,
credit me with what you think of
him, or reckon to me his demerit,
and look upon him as you look
upon me, or reckon to him my
merit. The piecing of the debt of
Oneslmus to the account of Paul
and the merit of Paul to the ac-
count of Onesimus is a beautiful
picture of the New Testament doc-
trine of imputation. It is a per-
fect illustration of the substitu-
tionary work of Christ. "The Lord
hath laid on Him the iniquity of
us all."
It is interesting to note that
when Patil appealed to Philemon
to be considerate of Onesizmis and
to forgive him heartily, he very
tactfully reminded him of his own
indebtedness to Paul. He made no
reference to a financial debt, but
rather an obligation beyond the
possibility of meeting and dis-
charging, as it had been through
the personal ministry nt-?aail that
the slave owner had come to know
the Saviour.
YOU MAY EAT LIKE BIRD
BUT NOT UKE WREN
Kent. 0. (UP)—People who
boast they "eat like a bird- can't
be familiar with the dining habits
of the tiny but hungry wren. A
100-course meal is just a snack
for this flying glutton.
Yet it's a good thing for man-
kind that wrens are tremendous
eaters, according to Martin L. Da-
vey, Jr. The birds feed on aphids
butterflies, worms and other in-
sects harmful to trees. One day's
operation may see a sing& wren
pick up as many as 1.700 morsels
of food.
NEW PRODUCTS
If you pass a window display
and hear a steady tapping, you'll
probably look around.
That's just the reaction desired
for the small, all-metal unit which
sits next to the window pane and
taps away.
This attention-getter for display
use includes a brass tip on the
end of a stout copper wire that is
alternately lifted and dropped by
arnnk action. A tiny motor driv-
es the crank.
The tapper may be converted in-
to animated display. It can be
transformed into a gird which taps
the window with a beak, provid-
ing visual as well as sound attrac-
tion. (Gale Dorothea Mechanisms).
A demonstration has been plan-
ned in Jessamine county to show
the use of nitrogen, potash and
lime in rerovating pastures,
Home Acent Color Adds Gay Touch
The "sizzle of I steak" : the
‘"frosting on a cake."
Beatrice West, profv• na)
color consultant. applies
...jejrna_to_ltie-socent C44101 use,
interior decoration of a I -IL
'She says that an accent co. -••••
• tor example, brightly color s
leis or a window box — giv, a
lift to what might otherwise •
an uninteresting color scheme
Writing in American Roo
magazine, Miss West cattle
:against choosing an accent col,
'first and then styling the rest t
the exterior around it iSelectio.
of an accent color shot/Ed follou
selection_of roofing and siding ore••---
colors,. she advises.
"Good color-styling begins from -
the roof down," the color coasult. aea
Sot explains. "I always recom- •
amend asphalt shingles because of :root door and window box are good 'spots for accent color,rthe wide variety of blended a own here In the popular split-level house. Color consultantcolors in which they are made Wiletiee West says an effective color scheme for this house would'if the asphalt roof is a pastel 
le dirk siate•blend asphalt shingle roof, Light blue sidewalls Andtgreen and the sidewalls are Eight
,grecre a light yellow door may "I," daffodil yell" "cent it.
Wive enough calntrast.
"Oh the other hand, if the roof
;Ind sidcwalls are a dark green,
tthe door will need a brighter yel-
low—or perhaps. a coral color—
:to give a house the colorful wel-
'iroming note it needs."
Miss West Makes these sugges-
tions about using accent color on
'-apecific parts of a house:
Doorse-Front and back doors
'are focal points of interest. Both
should be colorful. White esn't
good color for doors because it is
itL;c1.1 to keep clean. particularly
if I'M arc small children in the
hot. e.
S•atters — Shutters are ideal
placs to use accent color in con-
trastlt sidewalls. For a tall, boxy
housi las West's idea is to paint
the s- ten on the first floor a
brighi olor to match tlie door
and to int second-door Shutters
the Ian color as the body of the
house. • vie ..,4••
Trim-frlm alog eaves, doors,
windows, soffits, (liner boards,
skirt bar! and *facia boards
7..114.10.
should never be used for accent
color Match the color of the sal.
in or use a tone of the siding
color.
Cables—On a small house, paint
gable ends to match the sidewalk.
Paint gables a different color only
when the house is large and it is
desired to de-emphasize vertical
lines.
Miscellaneous areas such ea a
trellis, tally columns or plant
boxes are good spots for accent
colors, Mass West adds.
ea
DISCUSS INDIA'S U.N, STATUS
SECRETARY OF STATE John roster Dulles and Krishna Benoit, India's
United Nations delegate, talk things over in the U.N. headquarters in
New York shortly after members of the Indian delegation made it
plain that their country ,till not take part in the Korean peace parley.
The United States, meanwhile, ham again rebuffed the latest Com-
munist bids to expand the forthcoming conference. (International)
Mrs. Ernest Jones
(Continued from Page One)
time from Mrs Jones' home town
of Houston, Texas. On her return
trip this will have made her sec-
ond trip around the world.
Her trip to Kabul was made
across the Pacific Ocean while
her trip home and back tkes tiinc
will be across the Atlantic Ocean
to London. England, Frankfurt,
Germany. Karachi. Pakistan and
then to Kabul. She says there is
only a difference of 75 miles in
the distance to Kabul by either
the Pacific or Atlantic Oceae. For
an airmail letter to reach Kabul
from the United Sates :t takes
from 18 to 21 days. To illustrate
the length of time it takes a pack-
age to reach Kabul, Mrs Jones
said last September. before she
left the States, she sent two small
package; by regular mail and they
received them July 6 of this year.
For recreation there is a very
nice diplomatic colony and the
itiotips have parties in their home.;
and then are invited to the native
homes of the government efficiala.
There are not any restaurants or
hotels there and only a few pic-
ture shows that are sent in by the
American government.
The couple made a trip to Eu-
rope in January and February of
this year and returned with two
cases of Coca-Colas As there is
such a clamoring for glass bottles
and tin cans in the bazaar steeds
there. they sold the empty bottles
for more than they paid for the
drinks.
She says the country is a beari-
tiful place, being surrounded by
mountains, and in order to appreo-
rate it one should take trips into
the countryside quite often She
says she has learned to adapt her-
self more to it everyday and that
it has been a wonderfail experi-
ence for her tohhave lived in the
Near Fast country. When they
were sent to the country *he
American government toll them
to establish their homes to lank
like an American home in its
furnishings and for the Americans
themselves to dress and act like
Americans. In this way rho says
we can show the people our way
of life and educate them by our
very actions while residing in the
Asian country.
Mrs Jones who is a araduate of
the University rif Texas says that
she can appreciate America all
the rnore for its way of life and
she and her husband are looking
forward to their two years' stay
In Kabul coming to an end next
August, when they an return




Windred E Bowles told police
that a woman who admired his
$600 ring asked to try it on and
when he asked for it back she
denied having IC.
While .detectives were investigat-
ing. the woman, Margaret Mao..
Mkte---mas -admitted. Ars-ra-lionsetst
with what was believed to be ac-
rite appendicitis











Oakland, Calif. iUP)—A poten-
tial bridegroom protested today
against the high cost of matri-
mony and suffered the wrath of
Sri outraged woman.
A patrolman posted at the door
of traffic court jokingly informed
the unidentified young man that
the judge would perform the cere-
mony for "about sevently dollars
to you."
"What? Seventy dollars? It
isn't worth it!" The man blurted
where upon the attractive young
woman at his side bashed the
would-be bridegroom with her
handbag and stalked away.
"Hove...Goo/A a Business Partner
Are You"? was dismissed by Gray-
es county homemakers on a radio
program, following project lessons
in their clubs.
Fun To Watch Couples Look
Over Model Homes This Week
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent
Memphis, Tenn., (UP)—It's bet-
ter than television to watch a man
and his missus inspect :the new
homes like they're doing here and
elsewhere around the country dur-
ing National Home Week.
The first thing mama does is
head for the kitchen. She does a
double-take over the sink and
beams if she likes it and gives
the owner some back talk if she
doesn't. She pokes her nose into
the oven of the stove. She gets
out her tape measure to see if
it's big enough for the Thanks-
giving gobbler. She wall-thumps.
Then she goes into the bathroom
She turns on the shower. She
messes up the linen sopping up
the mess. She looks over the
powder table. Then she says
"Looka here, dad.'
The old has disappeared. He's
down stairs, "Stoking at the pipes
for the plumbing and having a
hard time finding 'em, because in
the year of 1953, they're mostly
hidden. He's looking around the
basement wondering where would
be a good place for a work bench,
and to heck with the automatic
washer that washes. rinses and
dries. Mama could put that some-
place else.
The owner is looking at the
old man, not mama. There are
ways a good salesman can handle
a woman. The head of the fam-
ily—the guy who picks up the
tab—is the one he has to convince.
If he is satisfied with his part of
the house, has picked out a place
where he can put a portable soft-
drink stand for company and fam-
ily use and 3 spot for his new
squirrel saw, the builder knows
he has a sale—maybe.
Kemmons Wilson, whn built
among other things 100 houses last
year . in this city of beautiful
homes, gave me the low down.
First off, he said, you have to
find out whether the man can af-
ford what he and his lady want.
"The rule of thumb," Wilson
said, "was and skill is that the
price of a house should nut be
snore than two or 2 1-2 times the
owner's annual income. And be
more than a week's takeehome."
There are a lot of interesting
features to the new homes in
Memphis. which run from $7.600
to over $39,000.
In one house they had a re-
movable floor. It is made kitchen
wise, at least, of stuff called vinyl
plastic. A hammer is provided
with the house so that yeu can
whack it and pick-up a section of
the flooj. There is a suction in
the hammer.
"That," said the builder, "is for
people who lease space in a build-
ing or a house and want to take
their floor with them when they
leave."
Livingston county has prospects








hard it liTURA. Calif t?—Raymond
license
 -ard today stating he is not
had a special "identifiers- pla
Ame
n somt people may think
Ls s_ sheriff's office decided toaxeV.e card after a postal clerk
Thurscrris staring at a "wanted-
"Red Skied reported to police he
in p a murder suspect "look-
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DOUBUSE. N.Y..(U.• P,— The
Zane Gradedf to rernove 18 smalls tlessafteinrstarring who 
'
Ing remarked: " This
"Tarzan's ad me confused: I










Open from 6.:00 a.m. to 6:00 
p.m. Inzede
Five and one-half days a week ft. tO 6:"
Do your own washing or we will do it for :an
van
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION an...
gring your washing where it is appreciatid
lap
 se
A good place to do your ,, laun--- rosilietu c
South Fifth Street lLusic
Across from Highway Departml:




Your present car is worth more—right now!—in
trade on this big new dependable Dodge.
And Dodge offers you the widest choice of
automatic drives—at lowest cost of any car!
Now is the time to become the owner of the great
Action Car that topped all 8's in the,lamous
Mobilgas Economy Run, set new official AAA per-
formance records over the "Measured Mile," won
victory after victory in important, stock car races.
It's the car of the year—it's the buy of the year.
Come in and find out today.
T••• I. •••••••iim. Th•etr• F.ie7 Weak o. CIS TV. See TV Pero for ?Imo •43rets.
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 Rocky Retains Title AsTHE ICE:4TUCIET TRESS ASSOCIATION
4ATIONAL REPSESLIirTATIV ES WALLACE WITMER CG.. 13M1
Monroe, ilearptua, Tenn, MO Part Ave. New York; 157 N. IlielUsen
eve_ nieago, SO Solyston St., Bost. LaStarza TKO'd In 11th
a.
1 ewn rint 
•
/TIE LEDGER & TIME& MUIRRA2, KIIPTIOCKY
arlend at the -Foci Oe. Murray, Kecour.ky, to tranonlasion as
Reseal CUM Magee
11•54:1UPTION *ATEk ay tamer In Murray. per west US
4ealb 1.5c IL Calloway and adjoining eounUaa. Per 'sm. PL1S; Maw
yeses. mak




Elated tress. Sports Writer
New York, UP. Rocks Marcia-
no, the ass kward but awesorr,e
heavyweight champion whose ex-
plosive fists pulverized Roland La-
Starza Thursday night, began look-
foraeanother challenger 14:05or.
The unbeaten "block buster"
(-rum 'Brockton. Masi.. bat!ered tA-
cian
It is becoming more and morelipparent that federal 
olleg LaStarza into such
aid to farmers who have lost their crops because of the bloody helpfulness before. 44.562 atthe Polo Grounds that Referee
drouth will not go far enough. Also that an immediate . Rubs Goldstein stopped the bout
solution of a finance crisis .is needed immediately. at 1:31 of the 11th round.
12 $ IS the second year of drouth for West Tennessee 
That l tbecunhn-ischaolulkdrelocred h,inno kout si•ipcitoon7:
apd West Kentucky. Thereloye• aid to farmers must be 
,A,
different from the plan for first year drouth sufferers. 
.r45th consecutive professienal hi-
urnph, -. q
6 Thousands of farmers throtIghout West Tennessee and
and ages atat for another
ar past due:. Last fall, arrangements were matte to ex- 
f.lvuicru 
pos1la 
m , b 





•est Kentucky have equipment notes that are always a
ft nd the notes,until• this fall because of the damage toi Rocky's third defense of the crown
qops last year. ,. ..,_ 1 to be made probably next Febru-
ary-will be against ex.champion
1 It is not as simple this'fa11 to-get extensions as it was Erzard Charles-- Nino Valdes of
.t year. Finance. . companies, and even local banks, Cuba. Dan Bucceroni of Philadel-
ust collect to proteCt themselves against the normal Phra or in Ceckell of 
Englant.
ear and tear on farm 'equipment- AirET IWO years de-
eciation has taken a heavy toll which could easily be
fset if crops had been normal.
It won't solve. the farmtir's problem to get a govern-
en loan to- buy feed for his livestock if the equipment
mance company Steps in and repossessek his tractor. Asi . .
But the preferred Charles must
first win a -return' bout over Har-
old Johnson. of Philadelphia.
The outlook for none of the
mentioned quartet a as bright
area:. of the murderous beatirg
matter of fact he will have to secure a "no disturbance Major League
tint-frortrtheti- ance company before he can get'
%loan for fTed. •
rddoubtedly most of the furthers who own equipment
notes are sound financial risks, else they couldn't have
mIrchased machinery in the first place.
• •
The drouth has been so serious that thousands of farm-
2rs are giting up without waiting to make satiafactuty
financial arrangemihts. Big wages are waiting for them
in, Detroit, Chicago, and other intlo.strial centers, and
they are parking their tractors under sheds back On tlie
farm and taking off, for green pasture..
When there is such a big demand for their labor • at
hi0 wages the propapitio.n of keeping them on firma in
West Tennessee and West Kentucky becomes a commu-1
nity problem. And it is a crisis that we had better handle •
imighty. quickly.
It has taken us many years to recover from the farm
'depression of the late 1920's and early 1930s. Shall we
see those gains v.iped out because we' expect the farmer
to shift for himself ander impossible conditions?
. The government has -done a great ueal for agriculture
in the last twenty years and it has paid handsome divi-
- dends. When the fernier' prespers. ‘te all prosper and
when he staters we ail sutler.
Also local banks hate co-operated wonderfully in re-
building agriculture in West Tennessee and West Ken-
tucky. The banking laws govern their loan ptactices,
however, and their motes most be kept on a current basis.
In case of ,a drouth hanks May toe able to earrt farmers
through on their.own paper tout there is a limit to what
thqaft:an do towards re-financing paper now held by out-
side finance corporations, insurance companies, and the
like.
' Whatever is ,f101:1 -must be done quickly- because thous-
ands of farmer can't even vet through the corning win-
ter on the farm without financiafa,e4tsiance. Roth Ten-
nessee and Kentucky are losing population and the big-
gest reason is that farmers stre moving to industrial cen-
ters in prder to make a living.
The situation is so acute- that -those communities and
counties that move the fastest in solving the' farmer's
financial problem will come out best in the years to
come. Let's do -what We can.
--4-eaallesewiletera
- 
IKE SAYS NO SACRIFICE TOO BIG 
-
.1141. .•
.. 4 1... aledle..44.1„-•
, , a.. .• ,' 1..... •_
PREDIMPIT Else/440mm 4.04,4 to the mere than 5,0n0 r.! rare who
attended a $100-a-plate, fund-raising dinner of kz-w Er giond Repoli-,
peens et the Boetta1. Mass. Garden Geteire dealerine no-national
cleframer sacrilice--mclothr.g any tax -Is ton great for A Merman e
tr the struger agorinit. "aneini. a 'if freedem . . . " At lice's 'left
are Houstr-Speaker,Joseph IA'. Martin, Jr , and f' S, Arnitaseador




Teams W L Pei
Brooklyn _ 111.1 48
51ilwauk5li 91 61
Si Louis ...... 82 69
Philasaelphai 82 69
New York 88 8.3
Cincinnati a7 8.5
Clucago 88
Pittsburgh _ 4a 11..2
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Team W L
New York _ all 49
Clevelarid __ 90 61
Chicagu
Busteii, --------- „ ri.81 69
WashinAton -----------75 74
Ds !roil 59 94
Philadelphia . _ _ _ _ _ 57 94

















St Louis ,t Chi. iga Sta"ey 18-8
vs. Rush 9-13
New Yark at Pittsburgh. Woith-
1 ington 3-8 v5. Face 6-6, night
Br oaklss PlOsladelphia. Era-
Mine 20-6 vs!' Stiller 8-8. night.
Only garnee-scheduled
• AJIIERICAN LIAGIUt
Bostan ... N.-../.' York, Henry 4-5
las, Klizave 6-4. night .Detroit at -Cleveland: - aGromeic7-8 ta. Turreaseek 0-0. night
,I____Ehicaito at St Louis. Kerg.m 6-5
s s Turley 2-5. night
l Philadelphia at Washington. Fri-l cano 9-11 vs. Porterfield 21-10.
. r ight. .
Rocky gave Thursday night to the
New Yorker who had given the
champion the closest fight of his
/lamer back on March 24. 1950. By
the scanty margin of three points,
Rocky won a disputed split 10-
riouhntd, decision over Rolapd that
night.
"He improved 5.000 per cent
since then," declared Roland, at-
ter the beating which op2ned cuts
on his right eye lid, the bridge of
his nose-, beneath his left eye, his
right ear, and floored him for a
count of eight in the • 11th round.
!,1
WSM-Tlt rrogrant
repeated the former student at
-Yes he's 5.000 per cent better,"
City College of New York, 'who
suffered the first knockout in his
career of 57 professional bouts, 
Nashville, Tenn., roliasusel 4
and his fourta defeat. 
(Subject to change)
TIME PROGRAM
"He hits harder." explained 26-
year-old Roland. -He hits more
often. He has foster combinations.
And he's harder to hit himself."
. Despite his improvement, how-
aver. Ricky missed many punches.
He floundered at times. And in
:he 10th round, he fell to the ein-
em in a corner when hk right
swing merely grazed LaStarza's
body.
Despite his awkwardness, how-
cr-ovuenr..Rocky suffered only a slight
cut on his lower lip in the first
d
Rocky,. 29, was dissatisfied with
las awn 'awkward but adesenne
performance. He figured he
should have knocked Roland out
much earlier. -But I just couldn't
get going.•. said the modest champ.
LaStarza's trainer. Dan Florio.
had no compliments for the 183-
paned champ. He charged tha
Marc are had used foul tactics 2.30
throughout the fight ag anst La- •3
Starza. 3-30
4;00
His accusatioii:. were partially1 4.30
borne out by the referee's actions' e 00
Switek Of St, Louis Browns To
Another City Expected Very Soon
By CARL LUNDQUIST
Vidted 5rsei Sperb Writer
New York. Sept. 25 UP'-Base-
ball Commiesiciner Ford Frick said
today be expected the American'
League to make g definite announ-
cement next Sunday about whale
they Intend to switch the St. Lout(
Browns franchise next year.
-or course, it is strictly ah Am-
erican League proposition and I
won't even attend the meeting,"
Frick said. "Silt I understand they
will have an announceabf decisioo
at the conclusion of the meeting.
Just what it will be I wouldn't
have any way at knowing. But I
think we're in for some interest-
ing news."
American League club owners
officially have kept mum on where
they lb/0 the, distressed, last-
place Browns will go but informal-
ly they have discussed the pros
and cons of Baltimore. Toronto
Montreal, Kansas pity. San Fran-
cisco and Loa Angeles as zitep.
The Athletics and Senators pre-







4" Rocky the sixth s 30 in penalizing
323 round on a foul for low bluws. 6 00
and in warning him for butting 700
idi the eecond round. hitting or 8 00
the break and hitting after th4. 8 30
bell in the third., andstriking low a°
in the seventh. 10 30
Rocky stunned the brown-haired
broad-shouldered challenger with a
left hook to the jaw in the sev-
enth, and nattered him from 'rope-
to rope and :from corner to ccan-
er with a hooking attack to uods
and head From then on, it wes
just a questian of how long La-
Starza could last.
LaStarza suferea a terrific b.it-
tering in the eighth ninth and
10th session* and he was imitated
half through the ropes and to the.
"canvas in the - 11th by a right-
left-right combination to the jaw
Roland lurched to his feet at the
count of three, but the referee-ten-
tinued -the count to "eight '- de-
vitt- the fact that mandato:), eight
ctitint had been eliminated from
the title fight.
Ro.ky ti-re macs' his nearly help-
le cnallermer and bombarded him
lagaind the ropes. An egplosive
right uppercut smashed nnto Rn-
laud, chin. and Goldstein stepped
in.
atereiatea. favored at 4-2. Will be
well' paid for his second title de-
fense He will • receive 421-2 per
cent from the net proceeds of the
$435.817 gross gate and the it200,000
guarantee for theatre television.
alsce from movies af the fight. The
bout was not televised our broad-
cast to homes.
r•za gettng - 1- pet
NA rIONAL 1.E.,1GCE .: should receive et least 845.000
Player and ( let. re All R II Pei rhursday night's victory was the
I a , la, :12 -G.., Si...; ;t, , .144 40th knockout and the 10th coil-
s, h1,4,. St. r 14-, eae Ha 186 339 seentive kayo for the champion.
Saatier Lite 130 579 131 193 337 Whoa liext" ,
Musial. St I. 154 580 123194 334
ttaariare Bkr., 1.0 479 106 '169 332
Mueller. N. 'V PE 467 55 155 332
'AMICEICAN LEACX11
Player and Cloth G AB B H Pi
t. 144 ;$16 1UL 206 336
easere C:, e 132 584 108 102 329
:rein- :I Boo. 125 507 71 158 31?
aaster. Wesel 147 574 67 174 340
Chi IS0, 542 102 168 310
Hoa.l- Run- Mathew-. B ayes 47
1. roil, Athletics 42. Rosen, le-
Cernpauelle Dadgers. 41.
r. Dodert.k. •
'Tara betted, it,: Cla.irreariena.
lacedla is 142; Rti.-eri. Indians' 140;
aliethewa,,Braves LIS_
Ring. Snider. preigeis 1:s1;
Dodgers 124; IVIusial, Cards
12-1.
it
K tienn. Tiitf.r, 264. Ash-
burn. Prollies 200.. Vernim SiMse
tors ASO; Seeder. Dodgers 1951
Pitching: looprit. Yenisei. 416-4
NO LAW SATS PIKE
ENGINE /11.144T RE RED
New yui k --To the ma-
jority ..f p4-reins who have had no
expel-react witlawnything but red-
resInted fire engines. it *ill CUM!'
-ti surprise that there are other
ki rids.
Of Course. red trucks dominate
the. field, nine out :at 10, but white.
graera gold, blue and black .! •
hides are to be found in van !.
di•partnants around • the couro!e -
Steel w y s, official maigaziew of
the 'Amerman 'Ben and Steel In
reports that the American
Fraamites Co, of Elmira.
N. je,etriteritry delivered a fir eu.
in, the'. wai painted inac,aand
thet while the work Wil/I in preg-
eas moat* of the 1.500 employes
the plaret !sneaked into the p..
shop met Si, velars the reixitl
The hi t truot!ir -41 ivetn lire in o ;•:
4Y the way put out by a..alFratiee!




Saturday. September SC 1953
1000 Big Top
11 00 Cowboy G-Men
11 - 45 Chicago at Phil:idea-aria
2 .30 To Be Anounced
4 30 Life Begins at 80
5 00 Datc With "tidy
5.30 Arthur Godfrey
'600 I Bonino
6:30 (Shaine; Amateur Hour
700 Show of Shows
8.30 Lffe Begins At 80
9:00 You Asked For It
9 30 Your Hit Parade
10.00 Wzestling
11:15 I've Got A Secret
Sunday September 27, 1953
11:00 To Be Anriewsced
11:30 Frontiers of Faith
12:00 To Be Announced'
12:30 Guide' Right
100 The. is The Life














Nothing But the Best
Masday. September te 1953
11:00 Search for Tomorrow
11:15 Love of Life
11.30 Devotomal Moments
11:45 Strike It Rich
12:15 New,
12:30 Kitchen Kollege
1'00 The Big Payoff
1 30 Welcime Travelers
Zoo On Your Account
230 Ladies Choice
*3 00 Mr Wizard
3.30 Howdy Doody
4 00 Western Corral
2.39 Ladies Choice
5-45 News Caravan
'6 00 Name That Tune
130 Howard Barlow
7.00 Stu Erwin
7 30 Robert Montgomery






















can be put into shape to house
a big league ball club, the plant
there May get the bag plum. Clark
Griffiths of Washington, who or-
iginally protested against Balti-
more said this wet!. he would not
vote against it.
Arthur Ehlers. general manager
of the Athlete's, said persu.sally he
thought Toronto would be -0 morc
logical site. If Baltimore were
chosen there would be an oVerreja
of radio and television broadcast-
ing and both the Athletias cod
Senators officials in the past, have
said they thought such a concen-
tration of franchises in a Jimited
area would hurt attendance. ..,
Developments on the Pacn-
Coast this week, which revealed
that the Pacific Coast League was
near bankruptcy. again 'Tut Los
Angeles and San Franca() into
the forefront as big league sites-
perhaps even by next season
There still remained a strong pos-
sibility that the National League,
which amended its tonstitt•Poin to
pernsit a 10 team circuit, would
attempt another soup likc the- tine
it nut over last spring irs grab-
bing the fabulons Milwaukee
(rental ise.
Principal objection to the, coast
has been the heavy transportation
cost. However, if two teams were
out there this would be minimiz-
ed since each visiting team would
remain • a week on each trip to
play both teams.
There even was a last ditch MOW`
14 St. Louis business men to keep
tae Browns there, althouiti it ap-
peared to be doomed to failure.
Mita aukee Gets Ancient
Greek Urn
MILWAUKEE, Wis. *UP) - An
urn that lay in the vsreckage of a
Greek cargo vessel for 2.100 years
was given to the 'Milwaukee Muse-
um recently. - -
The urn was one of the more
than 1.000 brought up from the
floor of the Mediterranean Sea by
a French archeoLigi. al expdition
financed by the National Geo-
graphic society. Deis the nhly Win
larnughl to the United States.
Die urn has two curved Iwo.
dies :dale/led ao a lona. slender
neck and an oval or egg- shaped
body.
The correct name for it is am-
phora. It stands about four inches
high and is 12 inches in diameter
at its wideet point. .The amphora
has a flared lip th4 tops an 18-
inch neck The body tapers to a
sharp point which the ancient I
Greeks pushed into the eround to-
place the vase in a starichug pod:
than.
The Milwaukee urn is made Of
red clay; but during ire many
years under water it became cov-
vered with various depasits of SCR
animals. Now it has the' appear-
ance -of old marble.
Read ow C'asatfietie for
your "Wants and Needs'
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1953*
This Weekend Is Impor n
In High School Football
By RICHARD COLEMAN
United Freels Sports Writer •
Louisville, i.UP,i-e-Two of East-
on! Rentueky's finest hash school
teams collide in an out-of-confer-
ence duel, and four teams fight
aor leadership -of the Nsictherit' and
Central Kentucky Conferences tnis
C.otball weekend.
it's the first really anaportant
weekend of the young prep sea-
earl with big games in.evcry sec-
tion.
Action starts pit with a bang to-
night. Only two 'games art book-
ed but both are important.
The Whitesburg Yellow Jaskela
and the amazing Cumberland Red-
skins play on the Benham High
field, in a tolt between tha Eastern,
Kentucky .aaraunt* „ ciatifonioe
leader and the runiwaY Iced!". of
the Cumberland Valley Confereade
respectively.
The game was moved to Benham
and moved up a day, becauee Cum-
ber-tang's new stadium still is not
ready,
The other contest tonight is the
only important one in thu South-
eastern cuteerence.,, prnevilie,
39-6 victor over Corbin last week,
plays host to a Knee Cents-al terea
that 'sin prised Barbourville, 19-12
last time out.
The twO big conference grimes
come off tomorrow night. The
game that probably will decide, the
Central Kentucky championship
Versailles at Georgetown, matches
smooth clubs and puts high scor-
ing Billy Watson of Georgetown.
and Versailles• Zane Jenkins, on
the same etield,-- Both- tearits have
three- straight eaSy wins. This
game decided the title last fall as
Georgetown won, 18-i •
The two standouts of the North-
ern Conference. Covinertan alolmes
and Dixie Heights,- square off in
whet could be the' deciding game
there. Holmes has -Valk& 
, 
ay;
Lloyd and Ludlow. 'Dixie as
smashed Bellevue and- ReeeltWood.
Other confereme battles of irn
pentane- include Mora-an Ceupte
at Rat-,'land temorrew, In the
alseeraweasasees..dasistureckss Cenferosse
attraction; and the Eastern Moura
Cliccoe Sur flavor
MALTS AND SHAKES !
13th & Main
tam n games. Belfry ,at Wayland.:
Jenkins at Fleming and Elkhorn.
City at Prestonsburg. a
In the big Western Conference
Owensboro Senior tries' lo stop
powerful Madisonville. at Owens-
'Loki:- Murray travels to Mayfield:
and Owensboro Catholic visits
Bowling Green.
Three South Central C.aiference
haee tort Knox t Bards-
town, Springfield at Elizabethtown
and St. Joseph's at St. Charles.
Elsewhere ferinorrow,, William-
son, W. Va., is at Pikeville, flew
Albany. Ind., visits St. Xavier at
Louisville; Male meets Louisville
Atherton; and a gaud Frankfort
team pains Irvine-, at ravine.
Intersectional highlights are La-
fayette at Highlands; Memphis
Tech, at Tilghman, Saturday; and
Somerset at Newport. Defending
champion, Lynch, still unbeaten
but overshadowed by Cumberland
in the Cumberlana iailley loop,
goes out of .-onference to play
Hazard at Hazard.
' TURKEY DAY .
•Doluth. Minn. '11.1Pi-Wednesdn -
is "Turkey Day" at th' .41."
"turkey capitol- of th
However, the main ...





Waste, s check le the moil retry
mortis for 10e, rhen you retire,
IT starting now the cost of old
age secures-is for los than ree'd
expect. Get full details oboist th•
Stott tam GuAlrt at,. el 50,onos
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tarn games. Belfry eat Wayland.:
Jenkins at Fleming and Elkhorn
City at Prestonsburg.
In the big Weetern Conference,
Owensboro Senior trie( to stop
powerful Madisenville. at Owens-
leerm. Murray travels to Mayfield:
and Owensboro Catholic visits
Bowling Green.
Three Sufi Central Cenference
games have tort Knox ..t Bards-
town, Springfield at Elizabethlowu
and St. Joseph's at St. Charles.
Elsewhere toinorrow„ William-
S011. W. Va.. is ae Pikeville, blew
Albany. Ind.. visits St. Xavier at
Louisville: Male meets Louisville
Athertua; and a good Frankfort
team pl ins Irvine, at !vine.
Intersectional highlights are La-
fayette at Highlands; Memphis
Tech, at Tilghman, Saturday; and
Somerset at Newport. Dcfericting
champion, Lynch. still unbeaten
am but overshadowed by Cumberland
un- in the Cumberlanii Valley loop,
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A ',LAVE BECOMES A
BROTHER
Philemon 1:8-21
his brief and beautiful letter
mitten by Paul to his very
friend, whose name it bears,
the Apostle was in a Roman
.n. Paul's confidence in Phile-
was one of the most beautiful
,etesiatics of this letter.
• Recommendation.
I's opening statements indi-
his deep appreciation of
lon's hospitality, love. fel-
faith. All that we
him is what Paul re-




under the ministry of
The ties of love which
thalat together ever after
cellistant source of joy and
te the Apostle. He waa in
ca 'metes at least, and perhaps
. 1 wealth, because his
het. c large enough to provide
erre im for the holding of the
eller -ervices. True Christians
teen e-joy to open their homes
for eroclamation of the gos-
P*I rist. It is possible that
e est servics which Phile-
' fed to the cause of
-e through the proper
material blessings. It
that Apphia was the
' illation, and that Arch-
ipj son.
well-te.clo man owned one
or - 0-1111 The name otethe
slee eenti in this letter is
One, :revs Paul's language
one sbuld e that Onesimus
had aperominall some of his mas-
ter's ereoorte sod then ran away.
esweilleent for having
stolen eenethi from his master,
Onesir fled the great city of
Rome. within e confines of
which he at he would be
beyond the ie of anyone who
knew hint 0. Divine Provid-
ence, this tutu slave, who was
haunted e:teth nstant fear and
dread of -ee and arrest.
came at .. the presence
nf Paul, s, ito into a sav-
ing knowl• hrist Jet. d then
sent him • his Christian
master, Philemon, to confess his
sin and to be not merely a slave,
but "a brother beloved." One is
persuaded to believe that Onesi-
mus would not have done what
he did had Philemon given him
the gospel of Christ like Paul did.
Onesimus' gratitude to Paul and
his loving service for him caused
him to be very dear to the Apostle
Paul, remembering full well that
the slave's master could legally in-
flict on him the most extreme
punishment, that of death by cru•
eifixion. should he be so inclined,
wrote this letter to Philemon and
sent it to him by Use hand of One-
Onus. •
II. The Request.
Paul approached the matter which
occasioned this letter very tact-
fully. He indicated that he was
about to make a request, but did
not say bluntly, at first, what it
was. He asserted his right to en-
join or to command, but declined
to exercise that prerogative. In-
stead, he preferred to follow the
Christian principle of beseeching
on the ground of grace. Love al-
ways shrinks from commanding.
Being a Christian gentleman,
Onesimus, whose ministrationecto
Paul absolutely refused to keep
him were exceedingly valuable,
without the knowledge and con-
sent of Philemon. With eleasure
he would have retained hien as a
personal aetendant, but under no
circumstances would he do so with-
out first obiaining the permissioa
of Philemon. Thoroughly convin-
ced of the salvation. sincerity, in-
tegrity and dependability of Ones-
imus, Paul persuaded Kim to go
back to Philemon and to the lot
from which he had fled.
These verses contain the Earn-
est request of Paul that Onesimus
be received back into full !tending
in Philemon's household. end, also,
as a brother in Christ. His plea
was tender and heroic, as well as
majestic and appealing. His re-
quest indicated the fact that it was
not only eminently desirable that
Philemon should receive back On-
eeimus, but, as a Christian. be was
under obligation to do so. Had
he declined to do so, he would
have been chargeable with a flag-
POLISH U.N. AIDE FLEES REDS
DR. MARES 5. KOROW1C2 eft), first alternate to the Po
lish United
Nations delegation, tel., 114 dramatic story of bow he 
eluded armed
guards and slipped from till New York hotel room in this 
early morn-
ing hours. The former pregesior at Krakow 
University ts seeking
political asylum In the Called States Ha said that for y
ears his haa
waited for a chance to escape Soviet enslavement 
Shown with hire
are Joseph C. Grew (Center), chai
rman of the National Committee for
Radio free Europe, and Stefan Korboodd. a Poliab undergro
und
loader. His story was broe.caet to Poland. 
(International)
r•sae!e
- TIM LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
III, The Reimbursement.
Paul's letter reveals a tenderness
toward the offender and at the
same time a full consciousness of
his guilt and the real need of res-
titution. Through the transform-
ing power of Christ, Onesimus had
been changed from an unprofitable
slave into a moot profitable ser-
vant. Even though he had been
very unprofitable to Philemon, he
had been genuinely saved and,
therefore, was able to prove him-
self profitable to his master as a
Christian servant and a brother in
Christ. As far as possible he was
willing to make restitution. He is
a splendid illustration of the fact
that when people-become genuine
Christians they are trustworthy and
useful.
Filled with and controlled by
the Holy Spirit. Paul expressed his
willingness to assume all respon-
sibility for any indebtedness which
Onesimus may have incurred. He
cheerfully took upon himAelf the
task of reimbursing Philemon for
any loss which he had suffered
on account of the fraud which had
been perpetrated by his slave. He
promised to reimburse Philemon
in full for whatever indebtedness
Onesimus could not repay. "If he
hath wronged thee, or oweth thee
ought, put that on mine account."
When Paul promised to dis-
charge all of the indebtedness of
Oneitmels, he said, in substance,
credit me with what you think of
him, or reckon to me his demerit,
and look upon him as you look
upon me, or reckon to him my
merit. The placing of the debt of
Onesimus to the account of Paul
ind the merit of Paul to the ac-
count of Onesimus is a beautiful
picture of the New Testament doc-
trine of imputation. It is a per-
fect illustration of the substitu-
tionary work of Christ. "The Lord
hath laid on Him the iniquity of
us all."
It is lnterest1i hit note that
when Paul appealed to Philemon
to be considerate of Onesimus and
to forgive him heartily, he very
tactfully reminded him of his own
indebtedness to Paul. He made no
reference to a financial debt, but
rather an obligation beyond the
possibility of 'Meeting -and— dis-
charging, as it had been through
the persorral ministry of raul that
the slave owner had come to know
the Saviour.
YOU MAY EAT LIKE BIRD
BUT NOT LIKE WREN
Kent. 0. (UPI—People who
boast they "ept like a bird" can't
be familiar With the dining habits
of the tiny.but hungry wren. A
100-course meal is just a snack
for this flying glutton.
Yet it's a good thing for man-
kind that, wrens are tremendous
eaters, according to Martin L. Da-
vey, Jr. The birds feed on aphids
butterflies. worms and other in-
sects haimful to trees. One day's
operation may see a sinsfe wren
pick up as Many as 1,700 morsels
of food.
NEW raonucTs
If you pass a window display
and hear a steady tapping, you'll
probably look around.
That's just the reaction desired
for the small, all-metal unit which
sits next to the window pane and
taps away.
This attention-getter for display
use includes a brass tip on the
end of a stout copper wire that is
alternately lifted and dropped by
einnk action. A tiny motor driv-
es the crank.
The tapper may be converted in-
to animated display. It can be
transformed into a e.rd which tans
the window with a beak, provid-
ing visual as well as sound attrac-
tion. (Gale Dorothea Mechanisms),
A demonstration has been plan-
ned in Jessamine county to show
the use of nitrogen, potash and
lime in rer nvating pasisil i5
PAGE limn
DISCUSS INDIA'S U.N. STATUS
UCRETARY OF STATE John Foster Dulles and Krishna Menost
United Nations delegate, talk things over In the U.N. headquarters in
New York shortly after members of the Indian delegation made it
plain that their country Mil not take part to the Korean peace parley.
The United States, meanwhile, has again rebuffed the latest Come
munist bids to expand the forthcoming conference. (International/
Mrs. Ernest Jones
---
(Continued from Page One)
time from Mrs. Jones' home town
of Houston, Texas. On her return
trip this will have made her sec-
ond trip around the world.
Her trip to Kabul was made
across the Pacific Ocean while
her trip home and back thee, Wee
will be across the Atlantic Ocean
to London. England, Frankfurt,
Germany. Karachi. Pakistan and
then to Kabul. She says there is
only a difference of 75 miles in
the distance to Kabul by either
the Pacific or Atlantic Ocean. For
an airmail letter to reach Kabul
from the United Sates :t takes
from 18 to 21 days. To illustrate
the length of time it takes a pack-
age to reach Kabul, Mrs. Jones
said last September. before she
left the States, she sent two small
packages by regular mail and they
received them July 6 of this year.
For recreation there is a very
nice diplomatic colony and the
groups have parties in their homes
And then are invited to the native
homes of the government efficials.
There are not any restaurants or
hotels there and only a few pic-
ture shows that are sent in by the
American government.
The couple made a trip to Eu-
rope in January and February of
this year and returned with two
cases of Coca-Colas. As there is
such a clamoring for glass bottles
and tin cans in the bazaar starids
there, they sold the empty bottles
for more..than they paid for the
drinks.
She says the country Is a hew,-
taut place, being surrounded by
mountains, and in order to apprec-
iate it one should take trips into
the countryside quite often She
says she has learned to adapt her-
self more to it everyday and that
it has been a wonderful experi-
ence for her to have lived in the
Near Fast country. When thew
were sent to the country the,
American , government toll themi
to establish their homes to larikl
like an American home in its
furnishings and foe the Americus:
themselves to dress and net like
Americans. In this way the says,
we can show the people our way
of life and educate them by cur
very actions while reeding in the
Asian country.
Mrs J4iIIPS who is a Graduate of
the University of Texas says that
she can appreciate America all
the more for its way of life and
she and her husband are looking
forward to their two years' stay
in Kabul coming to an end next
August. when they an return




Home Accent Color Adds Gay Touch 
Windred E Bowles told police
ring asked to try it on and
that a woman who admired hi.
"4irs)e steiesteak" or the
frosting on a cake."
Beatrice West, professional
color consultant, applies those
terms to the secent color used in
exterior decoration of • brrne.
She says that an accent coin—
for example, brightly color- sh
ut-
lers'or a window box — gives a
lift to what might Otherwise be
an uninteresting colof scheme
_ Writing in American 
Roofer
magazine, Miss West u lions
against choosing an accent colvr
'first and then etyling the rest at
the exterior around it S
election
of an accent color should 
follow`
selection of roofing and siding
trelors, she advises.
"Good color-styling begins fro
m
the roof down," the color 
cossult•
ant explains. "I always 
recom-
mend asphalt 'shingles be
cause of
!the wide variety of 
blended
colors in which they are 
made
if the asphalt roof is 
a pastel
green and the sidewalls are 
Pght
'green, a light yellow 
door may
islVe enough centrast.
I, -On the other hand, 
if the roof
prid sidcwalls are a 
dal Is green,
the door will need a 
brighter yet-
' low—or per haps a 
coral color—
'510 give a house the colo
rful wel-
coming note it needs."
e Miss West Makes t
hese sugges-
lions about using accent 
color on
specific parts of a house:
Doori—nont and back door
s
bre focal points of 
interest. Both
should be colorful. White itn't a
lood color for doors 
because it is




when he asked for it back she
J1k.
•
Front door and window box are good spots for accent color,
as shown here In the popular split•level house. Color consultant
Iseatrlee West says an effective color scheme for this house would
be dark elate-blend asphalt. shingle roof, light blue sidewalls and
trim, and daffodil yellow accent.
_
If there are small children in the should never be used for accent
house. I color Match the color of the sid-
' Seueters — Shutters are ideal ing or 
use a tone of the siding
ritgc.s to use accent color in con- color,
trast to sidewalk. For a tall, boxy Gables—On a small house, paint
house, Miss Weet's idea is to paint gable ends to match the sidewalk.
the Eistters on the first floor a Paint gables a different color o
nly
bright color to match the door when the house is large a
nd it is
end to paint second -floor !butte's desired to de-emphas
ize vertical
the san*cOlor as the body og the lines.
house. Miscellaneous areas such it
s amai
Tfirn-drfirll alopg eaves, doors, trellis lally colsurroitns for 
sct:t oILI
Soffits, Lerner boards, boxes are good 
p 
ski t boards Sort 'facia boards 





ing, the woman. Margaret Mae..
gO. W:1% admitted to a hospital
with what was believed to be ac-
ute appendicitis











Oakland, Calif. (UP)—A poten-
tial bridegroom protested today
against the high cost of matri-
mony and suffered the wrath of
an outraged woman.
A patrolman posted at the door
of traffic court jokingly informed
the unidentified young man that
the judge would perform the cere-
mony for "about sevently dollars
to you."
"What? Seventy dollars? It
isn't worth it!" The man blurted
where upon the attractive young
woman at his side bashed the
would-be bridegroom with her
handbag and stalked away.
"How Good a Business Partner
Are You"7 was disebssed by Grav-
es county homemakers on a radio
program, following project lessons
in their clubs,
Fun To Watch Couples Look
Over Model Homes This Week
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
United Press Staff Correspondent
Memphis, Tenn. (11P)—It's bet-
ter than television to watch a man
and his missus inspect the new
homes like they're doing here and
elsewhere around the country dur-
ing National Home Week.
The first thing mama does is
head for the kitchen. She does a
double-take over the sink and
beams if she likes it and gives
the owner some back talk if she
doesn't. She pokes her nose into
the oven of the stove. She gets
out her tape measure to see If
it's big enough for the Thanks-
giving gobbler. She wall-thumps.
Then she goes into the bathroom
She turns on the shower. She
messes up the linen, sopping up
the mess. She looks over the
powder table. Then she says
-"Looka here, dad."
The old has disappeared. He's
down stairs, looking at the pipes
for the plumbing and having a
hard time finding 'em, because in
the year of 1953, they're mostly
hidden. He's looking around the
basement wondering where would
be a good place for a work bench,
and to heck with the automatic
washer that washes, rinses and
dries. Mama could put that some-
place else.
The owner is looking .a.t the
old man, not mama. There are
ways a good salesman can handle
a woman. The head of the fam-
ily—the guy who picks up the
tab—is the one he has to convince.
If he is satisfied with his part of
the house, has picked out a place
where he can put a portable soft-
drink stand for company and fam-
ily use and a spot for his new
squirrel saw, the builder knows
he has a sale—maybe.
Kemmons Wilson, who built
among other things 100 houses last
year in this city of beautiful
homes, gave me the low down.
First off, he said, you have to
find out whether the man can af-
ford what he and his lady want.
"The rule of thumb," Wilson
said, "was and still is that the
price of a house .ehould not be
mbre than two or 2 1-2 times the
owner's annual income. And be
more than a week's taker-home."
There are a lot of interesting
features to the new homes in
Memphis, which run from $7.800
to over $39.000.
In one house they had a re-
movable floor. It is made kitchen
wise, at least, of stuff called vinyl
plastic. A hammer is provided
with the house so that yeti can
whack it and pick-up a section of
the flooi. There is a suction in
the hammer.
"That," said the builder, "is for
people who lease space in a build-
ing or a house and want to take
net -Mtn— with-them - ozben—they
leave."
Livingston county has pmepects
for a good corn crop; wheat yields
were extra large.
S.
1 Campbell River. B. C. OW/—Police had no trouble locating
Clement Brousseau to face a
 dan-
gerous driving charge today.
They said his car hit a pole 
si:i



























A good place to do your laundry
South Fifth Street
Across from Highway Department
BEHIND ICE PLANT
Open from 6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Five and one-half days a week
Do your own washing or we will do it for you.
GUARANTEED SATISFACTION
Bring your washing where it is appreciated
Trade Now!
Save!
nodes Coronet V I 4 door Sedan
Your present car is 'worth more—right now!—:in
trade on this big new dependable Dodge.
And Dodge offers you the widest choice of
autotpadc drives—at lowest coat of any car!
Now is the time to become the owner of the great
Action ,Car that topped all 8's in the famous
Mobilltas Economy Run, set new official AAA per-
formance records over the "Measured Mile," won
victory after victory in important stock car races.
It's the car of the year—it's the buy of the year.
Come in arid find out today.




Ten. in 1.4edaiiion Theefre E•ere WIno1 on CIS .TV. See TV fags for na
nd and Usti°.
Come see us for a wonderful selection of 
dependable used cars.
TAYLOR MOTOR COMPANY













The Calloway County Lesinch of
the Association of Childhood Ed-
ucation met for its first meeting
this year On Monday at the Mur-
ray Training School issolfi Mrs.
Mavis McCamish, pre,,eent, pre-.
• Miss Mattie Trousda ad Mrs.
J una Wil. reline- teachers.
were recognized and sato:tent-
ed fur their faithful :vice and
work as elementer teachers
They will be great1:. sossed. but
never forgotten.- as s the presi-
dent as she present* ealt of the
ladles with a corsage f pink roses
, The guests. W. 13 Moser. prin-
cipal of the Murras High School.
and Mr. Edward t ad. principal
Of New calloCaivenisolcomeaiss paw vt. .ci 
The ACE is gla. to have Mrs
afaunune Cbenow. Golda
Waters ang r ...is H. Taylor
as new members.
The Training S Elementary
teachers were boa -  to a tea which
was held followsng the business
session. The tal,e was decorated
with a lace cloth and'a large ar-
rangement of bete hybrid tea roses
Mrs. Chenowetb ecrved aa...sted by
:afro Reynolds and Miss Lottye
Sutter. Thirty- ne members were• present.
The next mo ong will be held




AUCTION B/U IN FUN
Dallas, Tex. UP -Charles Darn-
. a reported for the Dallas
Dully Times Herald. feutid himself
tht owner of a cabin an 'fie pine-
tr .a mereliS30 and he didn't
know what ta• do with it. s




If I just had S3.006 to fix
• .- • said
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are a' itIWO1r-for fall. A southern
stocking company is reportedly
working on a way to trim nylons
with mink. Sounds pretty fan-
tastic, but so do a lot uf other




Jo Burkeen, Editor.. . Phone 55 or 1150-M
Club News Activities
Weddings Locals
Trousdale And J. N. Williams Chapter Of UDC MeetsMrs. Juno Wilson At Home Of Mrs. W. P. Robe ts Wed.
Padgett. wPh was very beautiful.
A colorful ouquet of red carnas
tions with a background of red
white and blue candies further
carried out the color scheme.
The dining table was overlaid
with a lace cloth and centered with
a bouquet of chrysanthemums
flanked by silver candles. Mrs.
Fred Gingles presided at the tea
service. Tea, dainty sandwiches-
and cookies were served to the
following:
Mrs. Henry Elhoti•. Mit. E. S.
Ferguson, Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs.
E A Lassittlis Mrs. David McCon-
nell, Mrs. W. P. Roberts and Mrs.
R. T Wells. members: Mrs Ray
Kern and Mrs. Roy Farmer,
guests.
The J. N. Williams chapter of
the United Daughters of the Con-
federacy held its September meet-
ing In the home of Mrs. W P.
Roberts on Wednesday afternoon
at two-thirty o'clock. Mrs. W. Z.
Carter was the cohattess.
Mr ai R. T. Wells (mooed the
meeting a ith a prayer. The salut-
es to the flags were led by the
chairman. 'airs. W.' P. Roberts.
The program planned for the
year will give interestme phases
of southern persoifality including
things of interest to southerners
and southern music. The sii,ptern•
bar program proved very inter-
esting with the historian giving
the highlights of the biographies
of the general officers of the State
L DL
Announcernent was made that the
state convention will be held at
Carrolton with the ,Tom Barrett
chapter as host on October 21. 22
and 23 The national president
will attend. Mrs. Ws, Sw arm
and Mrs. .1 D Petersen v.ere ele-
cted. as delegates Alternates elec-
ted were Mrs. Fred Gingles and
Mrs. E. S. Ferguson.
Decorations in the lising room
included a blue container holding
yellow chrysanthemums.
During the social hour. Mrs. Roy
Farmer very beautifully played
"Southern Airs" on the piano.
The dining room was* attractive-
ly decorated in the confederacy
theme with the flags being placed
at vantage points. In the room
was a large flag Fade by formerUDC members, now deceased. Mrs.
Dixie Robinson and M-s. Dona
Fur year Couple To
()bserve .4 nniversary
Sunday Afternoon.• • ..- ,r
1"11Friiirl Slfis7 Parfe-r"irriMpsEnwho make their home om•Route,Three. Puryear. will - celebrate
:Sea- Golden Wedding Anniversary
asnday. September, 27.
Open House will be held be-
• seen the hours of one and four
. the afternoon and all friends
: the „ouple are asked to regard
this as aq invitation to attend.
Assisting in the entertaining
will be the couple s only daughter,
Mrs. J. V. Hill.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Thompson
are natives of Henry County and
have spent their entire lives there.
He is still actively engaged in far-





Luxury at low cost.
it• autifuliy ,t,ic.sIgned pair
uf 14k gold, matching
edding ring is set with





Mrs. Halley Carter attended the
Photographic Lighting School at
the DeSoto Hotel in St. Louis, Mo.,
Wednesday. Conducting the
school werejwo nationally known
photographers, Les TOW pt•ett of
South Bend. Ind., and Tony Wich-
ers of Topeka, Kansas.
• • ...
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Wade re-
turned home Wednesday after a
six weeks' stay with their daugh-
ter, Mrs. James R. Vaughn and
family of Pontiac, Mien. The
Vaughns are the parents of a baby
daughter,: Beth Elaine. They have
three other children-Thomas, Ruth
Ann and Wanda Sue. Mr. and
Mrs. Wade resided on West Mai
and III it associated With
the Wilson Insurance and Real
Estate Agency.Social Calendar
Friday. bemember
The Shlluh Homemakers Club




The Alpha Department of the
Murray W nmans Club • ill have
a dinner meeting at the club
house at six o'clock. Each mem-
ber will pay for her own plate..
If unable to attend, call Miss Nel-
lie Mae Wyman by Thursday;
otherwise you will be counted.
• • •
Monday. September U
The Protemus Homemakers Clu'a
will meet with Mrs. C.. e, Weath-
erford at one-thirty o'clock.
• • •
Tuesday; September 29
The Lydian Class of the First
Baptist Church will meet -with
Mrs. R. L. Ward at seven-thirty
o'clock. .Gioup three will be in
cha_ge of __the Arrangements- . _
• • •
J Matt Sparkman. MSC dean et
students and Huron Jeffrey. sup-
erintendent of Calloway county
schools, attended a meeting of the
Kentucky Association of College
Secondary and Elementary School,




•Troop fifteen of the Brownie
Scouts held its first meeting of the
fall on Tuesday at the Giil Scout
Cabin in the city nark.
Mothers were invited to attend
this meeting arid- Plana for • the
year were discussed. Patsy Shir-
ley was selected as scribe for th.,
troop.
The mother's committee for the
troop is composed of Mrs. Herbert
Dunn, Mrs. Dick Sykes. Allts Coda
Calawell. Mrs. Wayne Williams
and. slieelter-Sestort 
Evelyn Williams is a new SireOlitHome Of Future Has. we in the local troop. SI:e Nusteed
Ito Murray from Cadiz.Featured Room-to. Leaders of the troop are Mrs
R William E. Williams and Mrsoom Speakers _ Wayne Duran.
• • •By ELIZABETH TOOMEY
New York :UP.-Scene, home o' Fresno Calif. - Williamthe future. The first voice you K. Hodge. 46. of Fresno. stoppedhear IS mother. who speaks iii an at a West Fresno police precinctupstairs bedroom, although she's
really in the kitchen.
sHello. Jeimor . . hello, Junior.
This .is _Mother. How many times
have- I told you to get down here
and mow the lawn? Repeat, mow
the lawn. Over
"Hello, mother, this is Junior. I
hear you loud and clear. Rodger
wilco and out."
"Hello. Helen. this is Jim. Smoke
coming into the living room at 5
u'clock from the kitchen Think
the dinner is burning user."
"Hello. Jim, this Helen. Yeu
oig oaf, repeat oef. get out there
and turn off the stove. I'm in the
bath tub. Over and out.-
The front door bell rings. A
voice comes (runs a metallic box
beside the door.
" Who is insert."
"Hello. madame. This is Yourtrunk brush !talesman. Are you"
Inside the house the vaice stops
abialtar, JS the head of the fano
flicks a switch.I
The conversation& may be im-
aginary, but the ponibility.of room
to-room communications, is real.
An' increasing number of new
homes are being wired for sound
One man had i speaker put in
his bathroom so he could relax
in the tub and dictate lettere to
• his secretary in the adjoining room
A young mother used the front
door microphone as a suit ,of baby
sitter, to pick up sounds of her
young child playing in the atera
while she %caked in the kitchen'
"We fuel any new house that
• Oats from 116.000 and up is a pc-
tennal market." said L. H Bogen,
sellbmgeseallWeeltre:--Piregidefff•93Y
father's electronic equipment man-
Cfacturing company. "The cost sf
the average installation is net
-about $300, but the smail
sysner just wouldn't have:
h need fir
His commis,: has sold 6.000 home,
eummuneephone systems in the
past two year's; Fair :some reason,
Bogen Said. USi far West and the
Southwest are • the best markets. •
One California builder is installing
the Inter-corn system in each of
.5 houses in- a" new developinentThe iLontrol stations. about six-
By-taaht •theaese be Ines ate mount: -
ed flush against the -wal'. Be
, tussling the dial to various room












station " just to rest" and prompt-
ly was locked up. Pollee discov-
ered Hodge s car was one sought
In connection with a liquor stareholdup in East Fresno about two
hours earlier.
PERSONALS
Things The Writer been calling to buy them we maar
have to make them after all."
The soles of the turquoise vel-
Never Would See vet slippers were solidly studdedwith rhinestones. The idea being
that when a girl puts her feet up
on the hassock at home, they
would attract fascinated stares.
But the rhinestones also would
slide and scratch bate flours and
snag on rugs. If they can over-
ceme the latter drawbacks, there-




United Press Staff Correspondent
New York (UP)-Things I never
thought I'd see:
Pens that write with perfumed
ink. These are the braint‘hildren
of Frank Feldinarr, a pen maker
in Nassau. N. Y., typo decided
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love and girls should have an easy way )0
write scented notes to then sweet-
hearts. The ball point pens, which
will sell for under a dollar, are
filled with rose-scented ink same
color as regular ink.
Bedroom slippers with rhine-
stones en the blatoins of the soles.
These were modelled at a fashion
show and the results surprised the
slipper people mute than the aud-
ience.
"They were meant as just a
show mete," said Mrs. Dorothy
Brooks Tarnoff. stylist for Ootn-
phies, Inc. -So many people have
Purses won built-in beacons.
For a considerable price, a woman
can buy a purse imported from
the Netherlands with a double
light switch. One button on the
catch turns On a bulb that shines
through a latticework in the side
Qt the.. purse so you could read
your theater program without op-
ening the purse. Another button
switches on a light inside under a
makeup mirror. This light 'soca
off automatically when the purs.
is shut.
A purse with an outside pocket













THE CENTRAL FIGURE In a beautiful, stained glass window behind thealtar of the Gras, Austrta. Roman Catholic church Is Christ on thecross. The window was photographed recently with a telescopic lens.Tao other Ogures (right), Invisible to the naked eye, are visibleIn the photo. Leering at the Crucifix are the images of Adolf (derFuchrer) kLUer and Benito (ll Duce) Mussolini. -15
_ Tlie WAGON
AG.ljNA BEACH.' Calif. lelice believe Je. Lee Hendricks511, has good reason to go 'tea thelwaann' .-•
: Hendricks, a (ran sient who was
, jailed for drunker:es& wen: to
aleem in an orat.g.• is ne.•••• V. i••1,ii
• day and awikeined fin 1 he n.j .
been buried be a disking • ..s.
flew word for
CITAWAY
W.11 get right to the point.
The comments we've been getting from
many taisrtiorkThsiare-Protintrt-- --Wert-vr
Twin-Turne Dynaflow arc terrific.
And the rea-Ain is—this fully automatic
transmission is, in itself, terrific.
It has a new, firm, solid -take-hold"-
giN, cs you instant getaway response.
It has new quiet — you can barely hear
the acceleration build-up.
It has unique and utter simplicity of
operation. You just move your Selector
intobrive range., press the pedal, and go.
Thai's all.
C\ But the sweetsst thing of all about
Dynailow is its smoothness
Ir--
to hold a watch. 'This was sug-
gested for lady executives or club
committee members as a way of
guaranteeing prompt arrivals. A
round watch snaps into an outer
pocket on a satchel type leather
purse. _
Pearl-studded bathing cap. The
designers who nipde the first mod-
el are still experimenting. The
pearls turned out to maks the cap
too heavy for pleasant swimming.
but they haven't given up yet.
Min -stopped stoo/ing. These
sPJP * PJP •PJP
....., .4. ,. • _ - .,Vlopi
fietlil Pk Fo• SU liS !.
yrtcarved
  Diamond Rings
  Coma 'steed oral Rciaiste•• it





* Parker Jewelry Pleases
a
Yob move from standstill to your leittl
speed in one progressive build-up of
feel a constant "carry" of forward
minion, unbroken in any way—because
flare no gearshifting takes place, either
manually or automatically.
Even your deceleration is infinitely
smooth and gradual, with the cushioned
control of flowing oil slowing down.
Wou4In't you like to -sample this won-
derftil new getaway and pleasant quiet
and-immaculate smoothness?
We'll be glad to scat you at the wheel
of a new 1953 Buick with Twin-Turbine
Dynaflow—and let the thrills come
where they may. Drop in soon, won't
WORLDS ONLY CAR wid ad disse fiebriesi
51 YLItt 'CAL-VALVE FIREBALL ENC;INE Eloodliaois
CrtinAliC clOrn Anal, I Owl Sm.'
TWIN-41411W DYNAII.0%.* • mort :ITERINGE,





Airlene gas does so much
to modernize your living
—yet costs so little? Let
us quote you prices. Re-











"His mother was his counselloa"
2 Citron.: 2121_
Said Beecher, in a mother'i
heart,.. A school exists where
children start. .. To learn the
facts of life and know ... The
pathways where their feet
Itityau Id go So, Mother,
2IS• 
1 se this day and see ... It'
this resilbasii;114 Ampresses you. Do you
prepare . . . Resolved to give the thought an'.
care . . . To shape a life and guide a soul . .
And teach your child the Christian goal?
JULIEN C. BYER
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Ronald W. Churchill, Owner
"The House of Service Suite 1e46"
Phone 3rd and Maple Sts. Murray, Ky.
A is, 1933Betic4 Saps. R;rietia
,'ire t bed Cocci, illoutrated.
mos& d iSit'S [OA,
•
• _courisitirigrwfairrot•EwOrtite
TILT AWAY SLOE ewer FRONT SZe e: • '
cusidai cof Rift ;CI
14140RAMIC ONE•IIECS WihDOW: 'OUT A'S
C011etc RAIL fltOf.11141•0111 • • ' 1.1.SO1"0141""
/MILTON BERLE stana Co. swat
alfiCi-atall SNOW TV
ts•sies •ventngt Also, •rery SON,
cloy, tone is the TV Football Gonne
ol the Week -e "Gm" Key I.e.'
WHEN SETTER AUTOF•OBitES Alt BUILT
WICK WILL BUILD WM
THE CREATES?













IDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1953
sug- are a 
ru•nr-•11
mor for fall. A Boni eiet
club stocking company is leportedly
ey of working on a way to than nylons
1. A with mink. Sounds pretty Ian-
outer trestle, but so do a lot of other












Airlene gas does so much
to modernize your living
-yet costs so little! Let
us quote you prices. Re-










was his coutisellore I
2 Chron.' 21.2 :3 •
laid Beecher, in a mother's
eart ... A school exists where
hildrop start To learn the
'acts of life and know ... The
lathways where their feet
. . . So, Mother,
Olise this day and see If
.impresses you. Do you
ed to give the thought ant;
a life and guide a soul. . .




of Service Since 1$66"
Phone 7 Murray, Ky.
Willia/ETE./ElE/21
at c '
A Tie /953 Blasi Shp., badly;
Vire I. heel cot el, illsotratui.
options. *Alai og',
-
R .011 se tt•••• froier•it
SAIL fr.,,,NE kod•nira
ALIfftElt ins 30r0


















hi ?allows", Caen and Ririe's is;siel&
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1953
FOR SALE
FOR SALE-19 FOOT SAILBOAT
winabout class-carrying 200 sq.ft. of sail :mainsail and jib) with
wench operated metal centerboard
complete with sails. Sc.' or callBill Nall at Kunlake Boat Dock.
s26:
FOR -SALE- CIRLS' BICYCLE.Western Flyer. Price .015-00 Ph'41"=898-M-4. - 
s25p
HAND MADE STRAIGHT CHAIRSAgain we have been able to getsome of these chairs, and if youare In need of a serviceable chair,this is a bargain at $2.95 each.-Douglass Hardware. • .
s28e
FOR SALS-40---ACRE a AR11.two miles sbuth Kiiksey jin Kerk•
sey-Muiray J1iwa, $12.000. Hil-
da Wood5, 1501 Washingtoo Bisd.
Detroit, Midi., Phone WO-1-11341.3
-_ •FOR SALE-15-El' BOAT AND
)4-h,!),Evirtrade Motor, will seli




r!i actically new. One nice
bedstead, mattress and
springs.. One oil heater with blow-
er. Kelly Woods, 1101 Poplar
s2f5p
FOR SALE-OLD FASHIONED
pit bar-b-que. By the pound cr•
quarter. Open Friday. Saturday,
Sunday. One mile south en Hazel
Highway.-Lovella Adams. s26p
FOR SALE-CANNING TOMA -
toes, $1.75 bushel. Bring catgainers
0. T. Farley, Benton Road. Ito
WANT TO 'RENT
A PROFESSOR WANTS ROOM IF
possible with private bath or small
apartnlent near „College. Very
quiet, hone 843-M 526n
FOlt- RENT
FOR RENT-WILL SUB-LEASE
50x100 foot beigit boiletiog
located next to Economy Hard-
ware. Plenty of parking apace in
front and, reels Rent reasonable.
See' Waltef Chnner. Conner lin-
splement* Compel-ay.. s28c
4 ! i • e 
FOR RENT-2 UNFURNISHED
rooms. Hot water, private entrance.
412 North 5th St. s26p
r'OR RENT THREE,. LOOM DU-
plex, unfurnished. Private en-,
trance. Hot water. Couple only.
Mrs. Bob McCuiston, 503 Olive
526c
FOR RENT -NICE UPSTAIRS
furnished apartment Reasonable
rent. See Xera Robertson. West
Main. or Phone 746-R. 526p
CROSSWORD PUZZLE Answer to Yesterday's Pszsle.
ACROSS
1-11risetiall











43 -tiros trig out of









































































POLIO AND EIGHT DREADED
diseases' Insurance, 610.00 per
family. Wayne Wilson Insurance
Ageacy. Peoples Bank, Bldg,
Phone 321 or _6d9-R-4.
NOTICE--LAUNDRY DONE AT
a reasonable price and lipid Sc: - m
vice. Call 1455-W and it will :e•
Pie1101. up. 528p
_asidoisemmommaili """%""a"."4 " • 7.
THE LEDGER, & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Lost and Fcund
Luoi.---cOuTHALL AND CHAIN,
sterling silver. Phone 1590-W it
HOUSE FOR RENT, SFE VAN'
Valentine or call 523, available
Oct. 1st, !shown by appointment.
s28e
onroe Not
spare 6 hours a week? Well set
IN-
vestment, Short Hours. Can ye Marrying Kind
GOOD INCOME ON SMALL 
you up in business for yourself
Must have excellent character and t Says Herecredit standing, own a car, arid
:nave $600 or more for stock. We
estalansh a route for you, furnish
free modern machine
natThally advertised PERK-UP,
sold in your area only through
our machines. You do not but
machines, merely service them and
reap the profits. Write tOday for
interview with factory re present-
ative. Include phone and address:
bs.rieral Products MFG. Corp.. 4473
Olive, St. Louis 8, Phi. s25n
DOES YOUR FARM
CONFORM TO THIS? -
LINCOLN,. Neb. (UPI-. Farm
planners herAray it takes a lot of
work to turn out a properly land-
scaped farm.
They say much attention should
be given to the beauty of a farm,
and to its "utility value" which is
described as arrangement of build-
ings, feud and landscaping so that
the greatest possible efficiency re-
sults.
ore. a "
say this / its tii• •
. the .r...et 'door, and !eaves the
runt of the house for window
space.
The parking area, aceo
the ,experts , should be hien op-
....aware Ma -Lisem-housei-Fiwith
lugs should be arrangesd are a
mart, located bc'•hind the fdrin
house. This permits the fat mer to
end his daily chores ,it tne house.
The experts say the source of
livestock feed should be 10ted
tween tries large animal consum-
ers, usually hogs and cattle, and
near the poultry house. A wind-
break should be, on the isa-th and
ue if the: farm buildings and no
closer to them than 100 to 125
feet






113 South Fifth, Phone 193-J
civet -NAND
CHAPTER THIRTY
THE LIG1ITS dimmed some
it
More for Kit ari the inspector con•
tinued to talk. Libby thee put the
Second part of her plan into opera-
tion. Her tormentor was disposed
of, but she was still penniless.
McKee said: "You were her
nrain stumbling block. Your un-
cle a will leaves his money equally
to you and to her, but if she per'
ii:sted in marrying Tony Wilder,
your uncle, backed iip by your Ms-
Ike ot Wilder, might have changed
his mind. With you out of the
way she thought she could man-
age him, and she would be his sole
--_-__A•0060116tary ratnigsgsos,Aitss,Eisi
Ii not a well man."
Kit said slowly: "Del she plan
to kill me, deliberateV?"
McKee nisi:Med.' "That Was what
We had to wait for. Without that.
we would nave had nothing. She
Could nave pleaded self •defenae
Where Peileick was conceitch-
and got away sesta IL Shell fired,
those two Shots at you the mo-
ment you appeared in the barn
doorway, but I was ready and
waiting."
Kit said: "Perhape - perhaps
Libby Was just frightened-hall
out of her watts"
"No, Miss Haven. Your-drat!.
was part of her Wen. selie -knee.
follow the black sedan. Attar Pei
about your second key, ka •w yes
rick fell she went out ot the barn
and moved the sedan back, where
you wooid be sure to ace it. Ped•
rick had driven It farther to the
left and out of sight of the road.
Then she returned to the barn
and watched you from there, mov-
ing front peephole to peephole, the
gun ready."
Kit pushed hair bark from her
forehead with a vague gestate.
"It's the enormity of the deception
• .. I can't seem to-"
"The deception?" McKee wild.
"Look at it. Miss Talks consid-
ered that as far as the 525,0110
V, US concerned She wasn't really
harming your uncle, that he wutild
spend It foolishly anyhow:. As tor
you, you were 'her cousin, met
'sentient, ire, WI 1., r. r.
ELM REILLY NOM& Disolairod 11. Ring P.Itara• Synehrat•Oat natl. nalm Seat kr arnaar...... -ea
list As.,.. .og else wits in you' a 51.1*.ir, at a: tit an
11%-111 mind If you inz.it on.irsiow- to run out of it.-
MR People oath qua! • '3 they -Wily should you he angry at
htl%erl't Kw- am" C •ia did imve- .ne?" t:it azoced without interest,whose ratan is it •I chant 'di, anything to you."
rhe insreetot was rseht She "Oh, you didn't? All you didhad misinterpreted Libby all down .vas coistitute yourself Judge and
the line. yiry three months ago and give
"What will happen to her r' me trie gate without a hearing.
Kit's voice was barely audible. You thought I'd fallen for Libby.
Well. you were wrong. dead wrong.McKee said after • quiet( glance
Hut would you ligen? No. Thatat her "She won't pay the eenerne
night you saw us an e car I waspenalty. There will be no death
sentence." trying to warn Libby about Wil-
der. get his address oul of her-1his eyes were cold, tie wns see
didn't put my arms arourid her,ing Libby Tallis as ne hail seeh
, ner a: Itlb around me Uoti 'w
!B1-141:4111010111 1)14-V6 neiatt;'b rlare room wittra waess nesnie Just walked away Ot course Iher, white and pitenure denying aept .an
.1 can't seem
er her about Wilder . I saweverything "I dtdn't.T No. I didn't.
. net tour or live times alter that."inspector. You're wronging flue lie Natd a 
lot 
, 
of r other things.• sweet mouth, soft gold ban, and
tears Kit settled deeper into her chair.
"Your cousin will get idl With It had neen Hugo outside the gar-
manslangliter Het sentence will Sell gate the other sight. Ile had
probably be fairly light •• He been in Portsmouth for day i act-
picked up his hat. aril have to seemg ualleis-McKea's orders. He went
onyou tombrrow. There will tie state: admonishing tier.
ments-ttf sign." He went. ••stor at. Kit. Stop mourning for
Knsitat on, snaring at • leather a tabby who never existed outside
chair, aril ornate ashtray. She yens 01 your anaginaticn. stop trying
thinking ot Hugo Cavanaugh and to make people over to your own
4It 040W tiro most feel wh,,ii teroiremente. Take
Sr
, ,i • 1 .. .
,... • . . as a, I ran 111.1 Ilan,. s
it het map shoulders und shook
ker. -You hear met'.
Feeling vets beginning to pene-
trate Kit's numbreses 11 hurt. She
drew a breath and raised her head.
"Take sleet Minos off me."
"I'll do nothing of the kind."
Ilugo bent snd kiesed her hard
and angrily, drew off and glared
down at her.
On that Kit laughed, and the
spell broke, a spell that had en-
dured for three long months. Cour-
age and strength, first an a trickle
and then in • stream, began to
flow back into her. Whatever _was.
be dreadful proal3ans, she could \
to come. and their were goi.ng to
see straight unit knew she could
'Iota Cn-flrd tirl,1 he a'alksi in,
the ream,
lie said mit. I
anti tensed 'his het on a table
sat down opposite het. "flow
your uncle'?"
Kit raised dull even. "Sleeping.'
"It hit him hard?"
"Very hard.-
Silence alter that There was
nothing to ney Presently Kit re-
moved her gaze from a tir.inze
horse on the Marble mantelpiece to
lingo's face. It was dark with
anger. She ee`ta.s faintly surprised
&tiger was to futile an eniotlein
now. She said: "Don't be angry
"Angry at her?" Hugo g\t op
at her. ties,o."
and Started to wan, around. /Ian
not angry at i.11,11. lIe shragged.
''She is-as ettels. Its ..,you I'm
angry at." McKee had total to hint face the future.
id' thecorridor: "Miss Ilacit's in (Mr End )




oily w(*.'d ‘ta.J,F1•Arlitari1yn MOD-
decidediloday Site's -lb hUS'i
d-collecUr.turity. Lind ,Turner
Rita H
.•on: -man womartes •
s. round ibloriTe's dher oct-
ave. In ttie Over err of se-
t exubAlts ale ul'y in
e icimancC. deuurAra
Atireartffises' ,ilepitio•Matrider
t ree times. J.111., Atly took her
f urth husdEfl1T and thebecomes
Mrs. for the fourth teMe this
vegek.
garilyrk has on' one brief
.reibri-lgo marriage behind her, .and
Pille4-.takhig IsSP ime.atioht
illifsanOther rnate. ' • e.
'41.'haiie no plan tight hoiv to
marry Joe Di-Maggio," she --Said
firmly. -I hope to marry some
day, of course, but I don't think
le...4ra1 times -Of course
. o
"Afs all," said Ada: , wier's
wiser Inan she looks in Cie mov-
ies 'LH you find enoulb in one
person, that one person le es
Mari:VS been datim_stSg-r92,%.•r-simast-tiki; -y7;ils, a rue: rd en-
gagement in this land Of passien
and 'pitfall... %The gossip zolumn-
ists marry them at least one a
week, but the "nimm" girl insisted
she's still single.
••°Thhrs tiothhtgr can- do if
ptaple want to prtnt theme things,"
she said in that. soft, breathless
voice. "Raw could Joe ran:_i I 130;:•
sibly have been married secretly
any place without sornetacry find-
ing ilut,-aboutseit? Eiesides, we
would have no reason to do such a
thing."
Marilyn not Wily lcsuit 'collect-
ed husbands in real life, but she
doesn't get any in het pictures.
-either. For the first time she *in
win a he-man on celluloid, Rolaett
Mitchuni. in "River of flo Return."
The total oil energy used in
farming is about 750 million horse
power, which is more than thif
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.MAKING MUD PIES ALI, IN
DAY'S WO,RK FOR Orr0 •
Buffalo, IC. Y. tUP-As a bey,
he used to get bawled - out for
making mud pies: now he gets
paid for it. e
That's the story of Otto. Witte.
whose grown-up, oven-baked mild
pies,. eventually become ladel stop-
ors, used to control the How of
HOW BETTER TO END A VACATION?
MAKING A FINAL TRIP to the Swan Hereford ranch at rine. C010..bekee: C11.1114 t113 saestion, l'resident Eisenhower plays a rainbow
trout Hopi and pro_dly exhibits it (lower) In the south fork ofthe North Platte river. (Internattonui Solindphuloa)
LIL' ABNEY
IF LIT. laTYSTFRIOUS GOTTA
WEAR. TH IS I JASTY OLE
DRAIN PIPE, ALL fTS-SRar -
fstATCHERAL LIFE, AH_
4111rior6Frr,S1INE LL -15Attcrr
IT OP PRETTY -









riEReS A LITTLE GRIEF...
TT ,3 A FA, ' I 
-TT
1'
alVE EACH OTH.iit A LIFT v.
YOU'VE BEEN MORE CtF A 










1:25 St. Louis cartrtaaill.ist-base"
ball eame to 4:00







6:45 Ave Maria Hour
7:00 Dinner Music
7:15 Dinner Music
7.3C First Baptist Church to 8.31
830 Design for Listening








I GAVE SLUGGO A I




molten steel info ingot molds.
"Here's Mud 4n your eye." Otto
tells kis co-workers, at the Electro
licfractuties & ,Abrasive plant as
he puts praphite, fire clay end oth-
er raw materials into a mixer.
What comes out is a mucilike
terial the consistency of modeling
clay.
Slicing off chunks of this mud
he kneads them to the -approxi-
mate size and form of the finished
product. Next, each stopper is
complesed in a mold. Then it is
dried *t 'and fired in a furnace,
which turns the 'mud pie into a
tough, heat :end crack-resistant





Harris had a special "identifica-
tion" card today stating he hi not
the man soml people may think
he is.
The sheriff's office decided to
issue the card after a postal clerk
saw Harris staring at a "•vantect-
poster and reported to police he
bad seen a murder suspect "look-
ing at his own picture in the post
office."'
---------
 • Wrong Impression 
SYRACUSE,' N.Y. (UPI- The
council decided to reit:love 18 small
stone turrets from city hall after
stx.anger, who had business in
the building remarked: " ThisShips float be:ause they weigh building had me confused: Iles, by volume than water. thought it was a church.
















' 8:46 Morning Morals",po hilur-thug -10:1CIS
: 15 Csantry Style
9 30 Guy Leseie Harper
9:45 Guy Lewis 'Harper
10:00 News
10:05 Western it setup
Ittla Western, Roundup
10:30 -Lean lierit-iiVri Listen
10.45 -Lean Ba •k and ...oaten .






1230 Luncheon Musi c
12:45 Luncheon Music
_1:06 Record Shop ..
1:15 Record Shop
1:30 Football Warmup
1:45 Ky.-Miss. game to 4 00
4:00- Postcard Parside to 500
15:u., Sports Parade






7:15 From_ Peseidata cid -


















ti:45 Fast Methodist Sunday
• Schoen
t6:00 karat Methodist tall.rct.
Schoo









SEPT-25-, •• u 1 Poe 011 -AO fit" ••••••••11Cr, I tilt, haw* S,Mlanch.r..
AHLL SET ITOUT HERE, IN
TN' SUN, TO
IT C-, A HARD- :Le
CASE CHARACTER
LIKE ME A REAL GLOW
TO SEE THEM ALL WARM






A BRAN9-NEW ser_.)A.(UM -
AN" A EIR ANC NEW GUN -
THASS - -
-CIA4ErY Ac-elY5HutV UNDER TH'SUINA
s-
".44ES0146(.3





CoPy FAOED - Cori/PAPE D-eor7 D E
Van Borer




































TUE I.ETVIER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUCKY
a
I
• L& 1 • LW MI
Sunday's Church Services
Murray Churtle of Ce
7th & Poplar Phone Mil
WUliam D Modearis Minister
Kegular Program:
Sunday: Bible Study berms 9-41.
Preaching, 10 40 a m. ar.d 7.30 p.m.
Monday. Ceilege students, tame
raent, Library Building 7 p. m
Tuesdey: Women s Bele Class at
church, 2 p m.•
Spiritual Guidance recite, daily








P.Y F.  - 410
Westnenister Fellowship ... 6:30
Wed Prayer Service 7:30 p in.
_Visitors_ -littalcuuse
Chestnut Street Tabernacle
Rev. William McKinney, Pastor
Phone 1029-11
sunday School  10 am.
Morale( Worship 11 a.m.
Satui day P.eY. P. A.. — 7:45 p. ti
Tha First Christian Chum!,




Subject' -The Recovery of Fene
Evening' Worship 7.30
Subject -Overcoming Feer."
The First Methodist Church
Fifth and Maple St
Paul T Lyles. Pastor
Sunday School 9.45
ponung Woresic 10:50 tee
&abject The Single EN t
*file,/ Emma/item: Veeriere vele
'herein Service. 7:30 Subject:
Subject "Take What You . Want
lieed Pay For It
The 'Ira Mspttd cenureh
S Foerth St
Dr H C Pastor
Church School 9- I0
doming Worship 10-50 a m
Dr al !rshall Craig. Speaker
T'ratning Union 0:45
Evening Worship 7 30
Dr Marshall Craig. Speaker
Memorial Baptist Church
Vain Street at arra!)
S K. Byier. Pastor
Sunday School 9-30 a. in
Morning Worship 10.50 am
Rev 0 J Quick. Guest Speaker
Baptist Trajeing Union 6 15 p.m.
Evangelistic Hour 7:45 p
Rev 0 J Quick. Guest Speak,-
By
Lawrence & RiLkrnan
IOU) NMI Pri St4aGeD
44W SOUes141 A efirEp CM








H L. Hardy Jr. chapter et R. AS
meets at 1302 Poplar St
Wednesday 3:00 p.m.
Sunbeam mind meets at churct.
teachers & orticers meeeng 7700
G. A.'s meeting at the church 3:00
Prayer, Praise and i 'elle wsh ip
Service Wed :30 o in
Elm Gwee Baptist Church
Rev. Leonard .21,1;. Parrhir
Sunday School  10 a in
Morning Worship  11 a.m.
Training Union  6 p m
Prayer and Bible Study Wednes.
day  . 700 pm
Wometee Missionary -ten ice First
Wednesday each month 7.00 pm
Sunbeam Band, Girl's Auxiliary
and Royal Amabssedors meet
Kirksey Baptist Church
Half-Mee West of Kirksey
at  7-00 p n,
at chi rch each Fourth Sundae
Otis Jones. Pastor
Sunday School  10:00 a.m
Morning Worship  11.00 a.m
Evening Worship  7:06 p.m.
Preaching each First and Third
Sunday.
The Church of God of Prophecy
South 8th and Story Ave
Just one block south of sycamore
Street.
Ted Rampey, Pastor
Sunday School  1000 a. m.
Morning Worship e1-- 11,00 a. m.
Evening Worship  7 45 p. in.
Wed. Evening WOrship 7,45 p. m
We welcome everyone
College Chuoh of Christ
104 N. 15th Street
Ernest Clevenger. Jr. Minister
Sunday --Bible Study ... 9.45
lforeing Worship 10'40
Subjects: A. M. "The G.4.1 ,f the
• 5th Sparrow"
Evening Weatship 7:00
P M 'The Mission of etie..Church"
Monday College Class _700 p.m
Wednesday Service — _ 7 00 p m
Oak Grose Baptist Church











8 00 p m
Sinking Springs n. pen Church
1Raiph McConnell, Pastor
Sunday School 10 OC
Morring Worship 11:00
Baptist Training Union 7.00
Evening Warship 8 pm
Prayer Meeting Wed. at 7:3b pm
Sunday Scheel 10-00 a m.
Kentucky Photo News
The one-room school, above, Is typical of the many narrating throne-
out the Coreiriceiweiffh."The state Department of F.ducatIon recently
announced distribution of 113,573.000 in an equalization fund which
am benefit poorer sehool dietriet%
is use coming of




Kentucky Lake. two of
the states larger bodies
of water. Here Burble
Knight, Hardin, die-
= erten poundtaken near Ken-
tucky Lake State Park
Boat Dock. Knight
owed a My rod with a
beg hula popper. e
Hollywood
Film Shop
The annual Boone Fes- 1
Heal will be held this 4
year at Barbours We on
October 16-17. Daniel
Beane, left, • distant
Maine of the Ken-
tucky explorer. se-
renely salted Barbour-
ville and the Dr.
Thema* Walker State
Pare. Here he is shown
near the eaten, • replica




Locust Grove Holiness Church
Kuksey. Kentucky 
• By CLEMENT D. JONES
Res' E. T Cox. Pastor 




00 a m. of California State Priscri at Fol-:
Preaching every 2nd and 4th Sun- "M were well 
_supplied with
day 
smokes after the filming there of 
Bv J VI K GAYER
Senday School every Sunday 
Walter Wanger's production of United Press eta?! Correspondent
Riot in Cell Block 11 " •
Scot's Grnve Baptist Churcb • 
Sammy Gordon.' Allred Artists NEW YORK, Re—Anyone Who
North Highway prep 
man, left for distribution read "1984." the late George Or-
Sunday Schooi to 0, int ; cigars. hundreds of candy bars and




tvening worship 7:30 
00 • es I certens creikies
eel) p I Also left behind, in rubbish cans
Morning Worship
Jackson had more than orcliniry
Wednesday Evening P-siyer See— were a large number of guns, 
Problems to pave in produeree
1 made of rubber—and dozens of The simple little metier •'f sex
plecei of ,gas pipe— It Mr tele,viner*"vice 4 7-0111 pm. • (mere rs and 
*
1]ly clubs fashioned !tom feath-
was an obstacle
"In the novel: Jacksne ix-
These 
balsa wood
plained. "Orwell had his mei andr -weapons" were used by
women in sikalar atire. a lort orthe Hollywood actors and the ex-
overall garment We decided we
Ira players who were recruited
from off-duty guards St te
;mute certainly couldn't have a mar) arid. ( 
woman in a romantic dined while
both were wearing pants.
"So we compromised a *bale by
dressing the women in a mannish:ie.,
type islcuse. but we put a skirt
of sorts on her
"Of course,. the thing above all
that we had to awed was anything
fantastic-- ln the science fict I( el
manner—in the way of coetumes,
sets and action. Orwell's detrain-
neer --et things in his imaginary
country was pretty thoraigh anti




South Pleasant Grove Method's.
Church
3 Miles West of Hazel
H P Blankenship, Pastor
Church School 10 a in
Morning Worship 11 a sh
MYF 615 pin
Evening Worship 7:00 a in
Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
Wednesday 7:00 pm
St Leres Catholic Church ,
North 12th Street
Mass Each Sunday at 6 30 am
and 930 am
Marts Holy flays 7:011
PHONE 485 Seventh ow, Advent-et
"Church in the Wildwood"DeSoto-Plymouth
1413 West Main 
Fifteenth and Sycamore





-We worked for a month to pre-
pare the stuff that was destroyed
in a few heure in those riot Well-
( 1" Gordon said -But that's the
,v :t 7c" in a show like this
G'.. don said the riot scene came
off very smoothly despite the fart
that almost half the -conviets" ac•
tuella, %etre inmates and tile rest
reerds oi officers
'"Sorne of those tubber gas pip,-





"THE FRIENDLY FUNERAL 'MOW'
311 N. 4th St, Murray, Ky. Wee
had the boys put enough siren
bellied them, but ever
very careful."
•
Tuesday Preeer Serve*: ,T•30 pin
Visitors Welcome
North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presb-segian Church
- "The Friendly criurcr-
I Rev. Earl Phelps Pastor '
i Services Every Sunday
98 Morning Worship  11-00 a.ne
Evening Worship  7:00 pm.
We Wel•:.,,rne Everyone
NOW, OPEN FOR BUSINESS!
WE REPAIR . .
Cleaners,
. Irons. Waffle Irons, Toasters, Percolators, Vacuum
Heaters, Washing Machines, Electric Ranges
•
Crosland Appliance Service
at 205 SOUTH SEVIENTH STREET
xt to Noel's Service Station)
L. D. "Mickey" Crosland, owner Phone 1412 '
•
Furillo suffered a broken meta-
carpal bone in his left hand dur-
ing his celebrated "no-punch"
fight with Leo Durocher of the
New York Giants two weeks ago
while Hodges suffered a bruised
left side when he crashed into the
ROCHESTER. N.Y. del — Scrub-right field wall at County Sta,d-
t cling gas sounds about as easy as
ium. Milwaukee, a week ago.
washing grime from the invistble
"Furilloll be ready," the cocky
man. Yet this is a process accomp-
Dressen pi edieted. "He'll bat in
lished by the chemical industry
that Philadelphia series against
today with the -use of .;Crubber
Robin Roberts, Curt Simmons jand columns, according to engineers
probably Bob Miller and don't tell of the Pfaudler Co: Gases and
me that won't' males! him ready vapors can be separated by ire
for those Yankee pitchers." trodueing liquid at the top at th.!
Furillo was less confident than tower. This liquid absorbs ef,Tre-
Dressen but seemed more con- sive impurities from the vapor
rerned With recovering his batting
eye than worried about her actual
condition.
"It can take time to get back in
stride aft& a layoff." said Futillo.
who leads the National League
with a 344 batting average. "I'm
pretty sure I'll be able to, play but
I don't know how well."
Emilio has blasted out ?I hom-
ers and knocked in 93 rims while
vs
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER t 5, 1953
s.., 
, Hodges has collected 31 homers,
driven in 120 runs and wallopedFurillo, Hodges
, the hall at a 303 clfp (hiring the
regular season. Both are eager to
Will Be Ready atiMe for poor showings ire lastyear's selies with the Yankees—
For Series 
. Forint) having hit only 200 while
Hodges set an all-time series mark
for futility when he failed to hit
safely in 21 appearances.
New York (UPI—Outfielder 
Manager -Casey Stengel of the
Carl Emilio and first baseman Gil 
Yankees. meanwhile, indicated that
Hodges, key sluggers in Brooklyn's 
phetiodchanwi,piasone'snzdist-clinching rest
Row" were declared "definitely 
nouncement that the regulars
with the an-
modern version of "Murderers*
fit" to be in the staiting lineup 
would take over for the tipper-
the Dodgers meet thr New 
berth kids beginning with today's




Manager Charley Dressen, still
chipper after scouting the. four-
time world champion Yankees. an-
"We haven't been playing good."
Steogel commented. "We gotta get
back in the groove before we meet
those guys."
nounced that Fulani) wculd re- With the two flag winners pre,
turn to action when the Dodgers occupied with preparing for the
meet the Philadelphia Phillies in series, the main interest for the
their final series of the season be- moment centered around the Mil-
ginning next Friday. - waukee Braves' attempt to establisF!
speculation that he might miss the
And Hodges himself Imezhed off a _new National League attendance
record. •
big series when he insisted he The Braves began a three-game
"could play today if necessary." series with the Cincinnati Redlegs
needing only 49,623 paid iichnissiens
to eclipse the record of 1.807326
admissions set by the Dodgers in
1947.
HOW TO SCRUB elAt4
In's ly wood "tan es" '.ti •r: ter
the 'television field. sail he hid
been hoping to' get the Orwell
book on the TV screen esier since
it was published wveralt years
aro He rover controlled the prop-
er program on which to do such is
ii,ork until he wits hired to rper-
ete the 'faonouni"Studin One" for
CBS. "1984" will be his first pro•
+retiree in that canaeity, next
Monday at 10 6 m. eel I.
• "The first thine everim eateerta
th .kriow." .1Uckson sail,
we've done about the telescreen.
The Orwell creation that was in
the homes of all hi i totalitarian
*slaves' and by which the masters
of the state could watch reery
move of the occupants and give
them instructions.
"We experimented with fain at
but, oddly enough, ver!
not work not homer raeorol It.
Finally. our technienna ram" rip
with on apparatus that almost
rives the impression of beine
living Blithe he it (PIT inasec the
live% of the eharaetere. Even when
there Is tin image •pe the -;ereee
You are conseicrue of the Firmer it
holds over the pewee.
'Another, point they want to
knew *heed is what we use for
the likeness of 'Big Brothe--'. !he
clictator. No. v•e are" not mimic a
picture that looks anythine like
Stalin As is matter of fact Orwell'





Windsor. Ont. (UP) —Michael
Daley faced a careless &joint/
charge today ,He made an illegal
left-hand turn in his 1933 vintage
coupe, -the left front wheel came
off and the car crashed into a
police patrol wagon.
•
Ile used to stand on the curl) in front of his father:s
house—and watch the Cadillacs sweep majestically
by—carrying !fine ladies and gentlemen -on happy
excursions.
That's when the dream started in his heart—and
refused to leave.
Six times, before today, he has signed his name
to an application for a motor car title—and, on
every occasion, he knew it was a compromise.
But not Mil time! tie is taking the keys to a
beautiful 1953 Cadillac—and his 30-year-old dream
is coming true. e - •
And what a fulfillment it wil be, as he rolls out
into the highway and takes the longest wa,y home!
First of all; •he'll, get those quick glances of
approval which tell him the dream he dreamed for
,so many years is still in the hearts of others.
And then the car's great performance will begi
,
h
to unfold itself. ,
• Silence—almost complete silence—just the soft





Such 4argets" were concentrat-
ed mainly in 'the industrial north-
east and upper
Washington, D. C., was listed In
the "t‘ritieal target" cater°, y "be-
cause of its importance as the na-
tion's capital."
Read the Claszified Ads
Washington UPI- --Officials ex-
pressed hope today that public
- 
REinterest in civil defense will in- come in and get yourcrease from publication (ii a list 
193 probable Russian atom
bomb "target areas" in the United
A civil defense staokesman said!
a major purpose of making public I 
1953
the hitherto secret' list was to spur '
civilian's to VOliihteer as 'air raid
wardens, rescue wOrkerk, and
ground obs.avers to spot low-flying
enemy warplanes.
He said that it was only a coin-
cidence ilia the publication fol-
low&I so closely after the first
Russian hydmgen-bomb explosion
last month. He said the list had
beeno in the work§ for several
months and was in line with ad-
nUnistration policy of making pub-
lic more! atomic information.
The target areas comprised all
U. S. urban cent-Yrs containing at
least one city of 50.000 -or more
population and the capitals of
states, teiritimes and possessions.
Of these. 70 were listed as "crit-
ical target areas" because of their
industries. The "Critical" clasifi-
cation was given to all areas with












Glenn C. Wooden, Owner
A STORY TO TELL. „
MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY 12:15
ON WNBS
Hear the Rev. Orval Austin
Pastor of College Presbyterian Church,
inspiring stories of the church
with
easiest response to the accelerator he has ever
imagined . . steadiness and `roadability and
handling ease that re-move altbut the merest effort
from managing the car. 1,
And, oh, what marvelous comfort! It's like sitting
in the easiest chair conceivable—and moving
smoothly and effortlessIT through spate.
Andlthen, almost before he knows it, he'll be
t
home—and in the driveway-7.with the family
rushing out with the final 'voice of confirmation.
Man—this was worth waiting and working for!
• • •
And, of course, the years and the miles will add-
th'eir proof as to the wisdom of his choice: depend-
ability—long life—economy of upkeep and oper-
ation—and unusual resale value. #
Yes, there is every practical reason for owning a
Cadillac—as well as every personal one. -
Better come in and see us today. It's probably
easier than you think t-ti make your dream of Cadillac
ownership come true. •
J. T. HALE MOTOR SALES
Seventh and Main
MURRAY 
320 i est Broadway
• AYFIELD
4O.
-Weer -
•
•.•
11.
